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Meeting number  Subject  Date 
434tn  Foreign Affairs  18 January 1977 
435tn  Foreign Affairs  8 February 1977 
436tn  Economics/Finance  14 February 1977 
43in  Agriculture  14-15 February 1977 
438tn  Foreign Affairs  8 March 1977 
439tn  Economics/Finance  14 March 1977 
440th  Agriculture  14-15 March 1977 
441st  Taxation  Postponed 
442na  Development Co-operation  22 March 1977 
443ra  Taxation  22 March 1977 
444tn  Agriculture  25-29 March 1977 
445th  Energy  29 March 1977 
446th  Research  29 March 1977 COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
434th  Council meeting 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels,  18  January  1977 
President:  Mr  Anthony  CROSLANU, 
Secretary of State  for  Foreign 
and  Commonwealth  Affairs 
of the  United  Kingdom 
82/77  (Presse  8) - 2  - 18.1.77 
The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
W~ Renaat  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denmark: 
Mr  Paul  DALSAGER 
Mr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Germany: 
W.lr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
r/Ir  Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France: 
Mr  Louis  de  GUIRINGAUD 
Ireland: 
Mr  Garret  FITZGERALD 
Mr Michael  P.  MURPHY 
Ital,;y: 
Th~  Arnaldo  FORLANI 
Mr  Vi to  ROSA 
Luxembourg: 
lVIr  Gaston  THORN 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  hip/BS/mab 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
~linister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for 
Fisheries 
~linister for Foreign Affairs 
Deputy State Secretary for 
Shipping 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
•fi•/••e Netherlan6_s: 
r.'Ir  M.  VAN  D:2Il  STOEL 
Hr L.J.  BRINKHORST 
Qg~!~Q-~~!!C2~20= 
l\1r  Anthon:;;  CROSLAND 
Ivir  Davirl  OWEN 
Ivlr  Jolm  TOf.ILINSON 
]Jr  Hw;h  BROWN 
Commission: 
Mr  Roy  J~~l'TiCINS 
I.Ir  Fim1  Clav  GUNDELACH 
L>~ Lorenzo  ~TATALI 
riir  J.i'rBn9:"lif3-1Cavier  ORTOLI 
Mr  Clauso  CHJ3YSSON 
Viscount  ~:Stienne  DAVIGNON 
0 
- 3  -
0 
82  e/i7  (1~r2sse  8)  hip/BS/r:;u 
Minister for  Forcic;n Affairs 
Minister for  A,~riculture  and 
Fisheries 
;..::tate  Secretary :!:'or  Foreign 
Affairs 
Secretary of State for 
Foreitp1  and.  CoEliilonv·!oalth 
Affairs 
MiniEJter  of State, 
Foreign  and  Com;a,.mwealth  Office 
Parliar:1entary  Unc1el~-Secretary 
of Ste.te, 
Foreign  anc1  Corx:1omTe2-l th Office 
Parliamentary Under--Secretary 
of State, 
Scottish Office 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
0 
~' .. /.!!f. 
·. - 4  - 18. I.  77 
Rl!,'LATIONS  WITH  JAPAN 
After hearing a  report by  the  Co~mission  ~n the 
talks currently being held  with the  Japanese  authorities, 
the  Council  confirmed  the  serious  crmcern it felt at the 
present state  of  trade relo.tions with  Japan  ana.  agreed 
to discuss  this question again at its next  meeti..."lg. 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  hip/BS/amc  •••  /  ••  0 - 5  - 18.I.  77 
CIEC 
In the spirit defined at  the  European  Council meeting in 
The  Easv..e 1  the  Council held  an initial exchange  of views  on 
the  resumption  of the  cn~c.  Discussions  centred particularly 
on  the  timetable  for  and  preparation of the ministerial 
meeting  aiJ.d  the  continuation of  the  finalization  of  the 
Community's  basic position. 
The  Com1.cil  agreed  -~o  include  an  item  concerning the 
CIEC  on  the  agendas  for its forthcoming mee-tinGS  in order to 
continue  to prepare  the  Cmmmmity's  position in parallel with 
the  consul cations to be held  by  the  Communi t;-l  authori  tie,s  with 
the  Group  of Eight  1  and  particularly the  new  U~li  ted States' 
administration and  the  new  Japanese  Governme:r;.t?  and  with the 
co-Chairmen  of  the  Conference. 
1'he  Council  and  the  Cmmnission  also  agreed to  appoint 
1\Tr  Stanley  PAYTON 1  Chi of  of the  Overseas  D8pm·tT:lent  of  t:i1e 
Bank  of  Ii..'ll{!,'land,  to replace  His  Excellency lJr  D.  SPIERENBUTIG 
as  co-Chairman  of the  Coml!lission  on  FL1.a:nci8.l  1\.ffairs  of 
the  cr:cc. 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  thy/BS/cl'J  0  ••  /  0  "  • - 6  - 18.I.77 
PORTUGAL 
The  Council  discussed prospective developments  in 
relations between  the  European  Communities  and Portugal. 
Following this,  the  Permanent Representatives  Committee  was 
instructed to  embark  on  detailed preparation of the discussions 
the  Council proposed to hold at its next meeting  on 
8  February  1976  in anticipation of the intended visit by 
Mr  SOARES  to  the  capitals of the  Nine,  beginning  on 
14  February 1976. 
EURO-ARAB  DIALOGUE 
After discussion of a  draft Resolution  on  the financing 
of co-operation projects in connection with the Euro-Arab 
Dialogue,  the  Council  agreed  to  cont.inue preparing the ground, 
at its meeting on  8  Feb~ary, for the  coming  meeting  of the 
General  Commission  of the Dialogue,  scheduled fer 
10  and  11  February 1977 in Tunis. 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  unw/PA/mab  .  ..  ; ... - 7  -
ACCESSIONS  TO  THE  Lm.!fE  CONVJ~FfTION 
The  C01.mcil  settled. the last remaining  problems 
concerning the  cletaileC.  o.rrcmgements  for  applicc.tion of 
the  Lo;ne  Convention to  the three  forE1er  overse2.s  countries 
and territories  - Surinan,  0-:;ychelles  c:cnd  the  Conoro  State  -
.which have  2.lready  acce(ec,.  to  the  Convention  by  c1e::_Josi ting 
their acts  of  accessione  It a.greed  in particula:c that  in 
connection r;i  th this accession 30.6  MUA  would  be  trsmsferred 
fror;1  the  OCT  aid allocation to  the  ACP  allocation  .. 
The  Cou;:-1cil  e.lso  rer;,cllocl  8£reement  on all tho  terms 
for the  accGssion  of  th:i:-ee  fu:.-ther  States to  the  Lome 
Convention - Sao  Tome  and Principe,  Cape  Verde  an.C:. 
Papua New  Guinea.  It  d.ecic1o,=:.  inter alia that  in  COlli-:tection 
V•'i th this accesRion the  fin211cial  aic1  granted to  the  ACP 
States  woulcJ_  be  increased  o7ero.ll  by  22.5  l\1UA., 
Accorr1.Ll(:;ly,  once  the te::ts  have  been  finnli~ed,  the 
acts  concerninG the  accession  of  these  three  countries 
should  be  Dic;ned  in the  VC)I'Y  noe,r  future o 
82-e/77  (Presse  8)  l by/CDI:i/  en  '  ......  ;  .. q  .. 8- 18.I.77 
FISHERIES 
The  Council made  significant progress regarding the 
interim measures  for moni·coring fishing by non-member  countries 
in the  Conummi ty 200-mile  zone,  and  especially on  establishing 
a  Community  system  of fishing licences for  some  non-member 
conntries,  and  on  prior notification to the  Community  of 
fishing by vessels  from  these  countries. 
The  Council  instructed the  Permanent Representatives 
Cormni tteo to draft,  on  ·t;ho  basis  of appropria·t;e  Commission 
proposals,  the  c ommunics:l;ions  to be  sent to  tho  countries 
concerned,  indicating fur·cher details to supplement  the 
conmunications  sent to  them  in December,  and  defining their 
fishing potential until 31  March  1977. 
The  Council also discussed  other aspects  of this topic, 
in particular the  Commission proposal laying doV'm  interim 
measures  for the  conservation  of fishery resources,  after which 
it agr-:;ed  to  instruc·i;  the  Permanent Representatives  Cor:unittec 
to  continue its examination  of the  subject so as  to prepare for 
the  Council's discussions  aJG  the forthcoming meet·ings  both  of 
the  r-llinisters -of Agriculture  on  24  and  25  January,  and  of the 
Ministers for Foreign Affairs  on  8  F•)bruary  1977. 
82  e/77 (Presse  8)  unw/CBB/amc  ...  / ... 
J . t 
- I- 18.I.77 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
On  the  subject  of  the Association  wi-~h Greece,  the 
Council recorded its agreement  in principle to  the  Second 
EEC-Greece  Financial Protocol,  and  instructed  the 
Permanent Representatives  Committee  to take  the necessary 
steps  to  enable  the Protocol to be  signed  as  soon as 
possible. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council ·adopted  the  following  ±n  the  official 
language·s  of the  Communities: 
the regulations 
concerning import  arrangements for  some  products 
(tomato  concentrates,  fruit salads,  prepared  2.nd 
preserved  sardines)  originating in various 
countries  of  tho  mediterranean basin; 
concerning import  arrangements for certain textile 
products  originating in Malaysia,  Singapore  and 
Hacao  respectively; 
the Directive  on  a  derogation accorded  to the Kingdom 
of Denmark  relating to the rules governing turnover tax 
and  excise  duty applicable  in international travel; 
0 
0  0 
The  Cotmcil  adopted  the Decision on  the  signing of 
an Agreement  between' the  European Economic  Community  and 
the Republic  of Colombia  on  trade  in textile products. 
0 
0  0 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  unw/PA/amc  . .  ..  / ... - II -
The  Council  tool: note  of the first report  on  the 
activities  of  the  E'uropeac"l  Regional  Dcvelop!~lent Fund  ( 1975) 
and  agreed  to  discuss  the  subject  in depth at  a  forthcoming 
meeting. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the  "Vereniging de  Hederlandse  IJzer 
en  Staalproducerencle  Indv..strie",  the  Council  appointed 
Mr  J.D.  HOOGLANDT 1  "Vool~zi  tter vail  de  Haac1  en  Bestuur van 
Hoogovens  IJmuiden  BVu,  as  a  member  of the  ECSC  Consultative 
Committee  in place  of Hr  Van  VEELEN,  who  has  resigned,  for 
the  remainder  of the latter's term  of  office,  nhich  expires 
on  9  July  1978. 
OD  a  proposal  from  the  French  Government  1  the  Cour1eil 
-also  appointed l\ir  J.  LAUL1ENS,  member  of the  uDirectoire  clu 
Syndicat  Nettional  clu  Commerce  des  Produits  Siclerurgiques'1 
1  as 
a  member  of the  ECSC  Consultative  Committee  in place  of 
Mr  IiliU1WASSE,  deceased,  for the  remainder  of  the latter's term 
of  office,  which  expires  on  9  July  1978. 
0 
0  0 
The  Representatives  of the  Governments  of the Member 
States  of  the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Cmmmmi ty,  meeting 
within the  Council,  adopted  the  Decision  extending the  period 
of validity of  Decision  75/373/ECSC  openin::_;  tariff preferences 
for  p:coclucts  covered  b;-;r  that  Community  lli'ld  originating in 
Israel. 
82  e/77  (Presse  8)  "llmv/PA/db 
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435th Council Meeting 
- Foreign Affairs -
Brussels,  8  February  1977 
Prewident:  Mr  Anthony  CROSLAND 
United Kingdom  Secretary of State 
for Foreign and 
Commonwealth  Affairs - 2  - 8  .. II.77 
The  Governments  of  the  r.Tember  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  Renaa  t  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Q~~SJ::r!f: 
Mr  Ivar N,ejRGAARD 
rilr  Poul  DALSAGER 
r,~r  Jens  ClffiiSTENSEN 
Germanv:  ------"'-
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  ICJ..aus  von  DOHNANYI 
France: 
r.ir  Louis  de  GUIRINGAUD 
Mr  Marcel  CA VAILLE 
Ireland: 
Mr  Garret  FITZGERALD 
Mr  Patrick DONEGAN 
Mr Arnaldo  FORLANI 
11r  Vi to  HOSA 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  ner/I-Ii,.T/mf 
Minister for  Forei~l Affairs 
:Minister for External Economic 
Affairs 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
State  Secrete.r;y-, 
Ministry of Foreis.rn Affairs 
Federal Minister for  Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of  State~ 
Ministry of Foreirs.n  Affairs 
rn:inister for Foreisn Affairs 
State  Secretar3r for  Transport 
Uinister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Depu-ty  State Secretary for 
Shipping 
0  0 .,;  ••• - 3  - 8.II  .. 77 
Luxembourg: 
TI'I:t  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands: 
Mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  A.P.L.M:.M:.  VAN  DER  STEE  · 
I.'fr  L.,J •  BRINKHORST 
United Kingdom: 
Mr  Anthony  CROSLAND 
I'l.!r  David  OfVEN 
Idr  John  TOMLINSON 
:fl/lr  Hugh  BROWN 
Commission: 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr Wilhelm  HAFERKAMP 
Tl'fr  Finn  Olav GUNDELACH 
Mr  Lorenzo  NATALI 
r~ Claude  CHEYSSON 
Viscount Etienne  DAVIGNON 
c 
·  Minister for Foreign Affairs 
0 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister  of Agriculture and 
Fisheries 
State Secretary,  Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and  Co~monW€alth Affairs 
Minister  of State, 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Office 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Foreign and  Co~monwealth Office 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Sco.ttish Office 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
0 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  gra/HM/jj - 4  -
EURO-ARAB  DIALOGUE 
The  Council  approved  the  CoTI1"1l1Xtlity  posl  t;J.on  for the 
next meeting  of  the  General  Committee  of  the Euro-Arab 
Dialogue 9  which  is  to  take  place  in Tunis  on 
10/11/12 Feburary  1977~  In this  connection,  the  Council 
adopted  a  draft Financial Resolution  and  also  approved  the 
guidelines for the  European delegation with  regard 
to  both the  commercial  and social aspects  of  the Dialogue. 
At  this meetj_ng,  the  Council  :;.~eiterated the  importance 
which  the  Community  and its Hember  States  e.ttach  to  the 
Dialogue  and  to  the  future  development  of  the  close links 
which  already exist between the  two  regions. 
RELATIONS  WITH  JAPAN 
The  CoQ~cil heard  a  report  from  the  Commission  on 
progress  in the  talks  being held with  Japan  and  asked 
the  Co~nission to  continue with the  talks. 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  ooo/oo• - 5 -
HELATIONS  WITH  SPAHT 
The  Cot.:r'lcil  held  an  exchange  of views  0'1.  ways  and  means 
of regularizing relations between  Spain  and  the Community 
before  the  end  of the  trru1sitional  period  provided for in 
the  Act  of Accession  of  the  United Kingclom 7  Denmark  and  Ireland 
to  the  CormnlElities.  So  as  to  be  in a  pos:Ltion if possible 
to  resolve  the question at its meeting  on  8  march,  it 
instructed the  Permanent  Representatives  Cow  .  .mi ttee,  in 
collaboration with  the  Commission,  to  complete  its preparation 
of the dossier and  report  back  to it. 
In the  sa;ne  context,  the  Council also  hoped  that it 
would  be  possible for the  Commission,  at that meeting, 
to  submit  a  report  on its assessment  of the  effects  of the 
Medi ter:canean policy  .. 
186  e/77  (Presse  15) - 6  - 8.,II  .. 77 
RELATIONS  WITH  GREECE 
The  Council  adopted  the  text  of  the  second  Fi~ancial 
Protocol with.Greece,  which  could  therefore  be  signed in the 
very near future. 
RELATIONS  WITH  TURKEY 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  substance  of  the  text of  the 
third Financial Protocol with  Turkey  a;1.e.  instrJ.cted the 
Permanent  Representatives  Cormni ttee to  make  the n:O)cesss.ry 
arrangements  for it to be signed as  soon as  possible. 
EXTERNAL  FINANCIAI1  COMlVIITl'lffiNTS  - lVIEDITERH.ANEAN 
Following  an  exchange  of views,  the Council  expressed 
the hope  that  the question of  cover of the  guarantee for 
EIB  loans  could be  resolved as  soon as  possibleo 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  mab - 7 -
CIEC  - COi\1MON  FUND 
The  Council  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Co~mni  ttee  to  prepare,  with  the  assistance  of  tl~e  high-level 
Group~  the  Community  position for  the  Conference  on  the 
Common  Fund  and  to  continue  preparing the  Community  position 
with  a  view to  tho  resumption of the  CIEC.,  It will  C.iscuss 
these  issues  at its·next meeting. 
186  e/77  (Prcsse  15)  mab  e~•o/•1)• .- 8-
RELATIONS  WITH  PORTUGAL 
The  Council  and  the Representatives  of the Member  States 
meeting within the Council  defined  the  elements  of the  joint 
stance  they  intend to  adopt  on  the  occasion of  the visits 
which  Iiffr  SOARES,  Prime  lVIinister of Portugal,  is to  pay  to 
the nine  capitals during the next  few  weeks. 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  mab  .  ..  / ... - 9  - s  .. rr  .. 71 
FISHERIES 
The  Council  took note  of  a  report  by  Mr  GUN'..OELACH  oo. 
progress  in negotiat:!_ons  with  the United States.  It instructed 
the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  take  the  appropriate 
steps  so  that  a  fisheries  agreement  between· the  Communi t;y- and 
the  United States  can be  signed before  '15  February  .1977 .. 
After discussing the  situation regarding  the  ~rrangements 
currently applicable. to  vessels  flying  the flag  of  the  USSR, 
Poland  and  the  GDR~  the  Council  signified its agreement  in 
pr-inciple  to  a  Reeulatj_on  l<lying  down  certa.iil  iYJ.tGrim 
conservation and  management measures  applicable  to vessels 
flying  the flag  of  a  number  of other  thi::.~d  countries  (Spain,· 
Finlano.,  Porti..1.gal,  Sweden,  Canada  and.  the  United States)  and 
instructed the  Permanent  Representc.ti  ves  Conllili ttee to  fina.lize 
the  text  of  this  R8gulc:ttion  with  a  view  to  its formal  adoption 
at the earliest opportunity., 
As  regards  the  internal aspects  of the fisheries  policy, 
the Council held  a  wide···ro.nging  exchFl.uge  of  views  at  t!1e  end 
of which it reached  consensus  (1)  on  certain measures  for the 
conservation  and  mc:n::tgement  of fishery  resources~  'l'hese 
measures  comprise  in  particular~ 
- the  im..rnediate  exe.mination  of the  N"EAFC  recommend2tions  on.  the 
use  end  transport  of different  mesh~  with  a  vie-vv  to  the 
introc',uction of wider mesh under certain condi  tj_ons:  the 
Com..111iss ion is  to  submit  proposals  on  the matter to  the  Cou:1cil 
before  15  r~1arch i 
~-----------------
( 
1
)  Although  one  deleg2tion reserved its position. 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  mab  ..I'J'/.,~. .  -
- 10  •.  9.II  .. 77 
subsequent  ex3Jtli~ation of restrictions  on  the use  of 
seines~ 
- a  ban  on  the  dire~t fishing  of herring stocks  :.n  th;J  North 
Sea  (with the  exception of unavoidable  and  limited 
by-catches)  from  28  February  to  30  April  1977?  for the  res:; 
of  1977  the  Council  vvill  take  c,  decision  in the light  of 
scientific  opinion  and  on  the basis  of  a  Commission 
:<_ 
proposal; 
- ~a ban  on  the  direct  fishi~1g of. herring  stocks  in  tl1e  Celtic 
Sea  from  1  l\1arch  to  31  December  1977; 
subsequent  examination of  the he-rring  stocl'.:S  situation in 
the  Irish SeJ.  a~'ld  in the  waters  close  to  the  north-west 
and  south-west  coasts  of  Ireland~ 
The  Council  agreed  to  instruct the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  examine  certain conservation 
measures  outstanding so  that it can  take  the  appropriate 
d~cisions at its meeting  on agricultural questions  on 
14  and  ! 5  F'-e bruary  1977. 
In order to  expedite  further proceedings  in the  fic:ld  of 
the  cornr:1on  fishing  policy,  the  Council set up  a  high-level 
Group under the  aegis- ot·  the- Permanent  Re·presentati  ves 
Committee  to assist  ::.n  examining short-term and  longer-term 
--- ·rnB.a!'~u·reB  j n /bh is  <::1 ector  o 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  mab 
) 
\ - 11  -
APPLICATION  ON  THE  PROVISIONS  OF  THE  TREATY  ~lliiCH  RELATE  TO 
NATIONAL  AID 
The  Council noted  a  statement  by  the Danish delegation 
on  the  application of Article  93  of  the  Treaty 1  with 
particular regard to  the granting of temporary aid to  pig-
breeders  in the United Kingdom,  at the  end  of which  several 
delegations  indicated that they  could agree  to  this United 
Kingdom  action. 
SITUATION  OF  A DAl"l'ISH  UNDERTAKING  IN  GHANA 
' 
The  Council  took note  of  a  communication from  the 
Danish delegation regarding the latest available  information 
on the situation of  a.Danish undertaking in Ghana¥ 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  mab 
·. - I  -
rHSCBLLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
'l'he  Com1.cil  adopted  in· the  off'icir1l  lan.?,Ua.s;es  of the 
Co~m~~ities the  RegulQtions 
concluding  the  Agreements  between  the  European Economic  Community 
and.  the  Federative Hepublic  of Brazil,  Hacao~  the  Republic  of 
Korec.  snd  the  Republic  of Colombia. respectively  on  trade  in 
textile products; 
ope~1ingy  allocrotting  and  administering  a.  Com1nuni ty tariff quota 
:for  fej:'.:to--chromium  containing not less  than  4%  by  weight  of 
carbon,  falling wi  t~'lin  subheading  ex 73.02  E  I  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff~  2nd  extending the  benefit of this  quota.  to 
certe.in imports  of  ferro-chromhun  containing  a  ql<.s.ntity  of betv;een 
3  cw:1d  41-:;  by  weight  of  carbon  (1977); 
2.rnending  Regu.letion  (EEC)  No  97/69  on  megsures  to  be  -~eJ.;:en  for 
u:..1iform  app}.icati~Jn of the  nomenclature  of  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff..  --
The  Cou::/].cil  also  G.dopted  the  Agreement  in the  form  of  an 
exchange  of letters relating to Article  3  of Protocol  8  of the 
EEC-?ortugal  Agreement~ prepared tomatoes. 
The  Co1mcil  fu:cthermore  signified its agrseme:nt  to  certain 
Recommendsttions  of  the  EEC-Austria  and  EEC-Swi tzerl2Xld Jcint 
Con'!mi ttecs  on  Community  Tr::msi  t  concerning amendments  t0  the 
EEC-Austria  and  }~EC-Sv1i  tzerlend Agreements  '.:m  the  implementation 
of Community  transit regu.lations.  It also  agreed  to  certain 
-Decisions  of these  Joint Con@ittees  ronending  Lppendices  I  to  IX 
to  tbe  m:::C-Austri<l  and  Z:CC-Swi tzerland Agreements  on  the 
i:nplementation  of  the  trw..stt  regulP:tio~ls  ~ 
0 
0  0 
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The  Cm•.ncil  aoopted  j.:r,  tl1e  official lail(:':'...J.ages  of the 
Commu:'li ties the  Re;T--'-lation  s.mendin,cs  I'-{egctlation  (EEC) 
No  1794/76  introd1.,'.cing  a  derogation  from  RegL'.lation  (EJC) 
No  155/71  on  the  p:cocl..'.'.dion  ref,_md  on  olive oil used  in 
the n1anufacture  o?  certain preserved foods. 
Th8  Council  took note  of  the fifth fina.."lcial  rep:)rt 
conc'3rniJ:lg  t:h_e  K'ropce.n  Aisricul tural.  Gt~2.:cru1.tee  s.nd  Guida:ace 
F•md  :Cu:c  1975. 
The  Council  also noted  the  extension of the  underta2dw~· 
giv·en  by  the  MembFJr  States  on  20  anc3.  21  December  1976 
regardine; the  proC.uction  of glucose  s7rup  v1i th  a  high 
fructose  content. 
0 
0  0 
:CC3C 
T!e  Cocmcil  ca"le  the  assents  requested  b::r  the  Cor::rrJicsion 
in accordance  with 
- the  second  para,~;raph of Article  54  of  -t:;;:_e  ECGC  Treat7~ 
to  the partial fiJiaD.cin:'.;-;  of the  purche.;-.e,  ~J~:r  the  Gern:a~1_ 
COll_ipanv  Gewer
1mchaft  No:.c'bert  Nretz,  of the  shares  o:.::  the 
minin~·  comp&J.y  Red  Ash  Sales  Compa.c.r  Inc:o 1  West  Virginj_a 1 
(USA)  and  to  ·chc  )artial financing of  i_  -:;:::;  plrumed 
investment; 
-Article 56(2)(a)  of tbe  ECSC  Treaty  (Societe  SAVIEI\1),. 
0 
0  0 
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Food  Aiel 
-~--------
The  Council  agreed  on  the  1977  cereals  aid  prograrnn1c  ~ 
involving a  total qEeJltit:;·  of  1,287,000 tonnes,  of which 
720,500  tonnes will  be  granted in the  form  of  Corn..rnuni ty aid 
and.  566,500  tonnes  in ·the  form of national aid.  This  aiel 
is intendec1  for t>o  42  co~'.ntries and  6  international bod.ies 
show;.1_  in the  follov:ilv-;  table: 
Peci~ient countries 
and  bodies 
LATIN  AIXERICA 
Eon0.1• 'r.:>.f: 
Per.1 
Boli  '-"ia 
Haiti 
AF:JICA 
~ ·--·- --~- -
Anc;ola 
Be21.in 
BotrwaTJ.a 
Bc'.runcJi 
Ca.pe  Verde 
FR.  Con°70 
Ethiopia 
Ghe.na 
Gt:.inea~-Bissau 
Guinea--Conakry 
Leso·:ho 
Li  :Jeri  a 
Mauri  t i:..:. s 
Moza  ..  Dbic:_ue 
I~Na.nda 
CAS 
S2.0  Tome  and Principe 
Sene.z8.l 
Somalia 
Sud  all 
Tsnzanis. 
Tr:....YliDia 
ZaL~8 
Zambia 
Total 
aid 
1 
8,5 
2 o5 
3 
42 
11 •  5 
2.5 
0.5 
4Q5 
9.5 
3 
3~5 
4~5 
6o5 
o~ no 
3 
6  .. 5 
5 
1 
1o5 
11 
34 
3.5 
15 
26.5 
.15 
6 
Communi  t~·;·· 
proJect" 
10  (2) 
2.5 
0.5 
1 
8.5 
2.5 
3 .. 5 
3 
3.5 
Oo 130 
3 
3.5 
15 
2  .. 5 
1 
1.5 
8 
25 
3.5 
5 
3  .. 5 
15 
5 
~(1)-·T;··~;~-~ll;;-~s~~~cl at  a  later date 
(  2)  VJ_c.,  tb.e  mm:CR 
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in thou.sands 
of  tonnef:: 
National 
:pro1ects 
1 
3 
42  ( 1 ) 
'  I 
1 u5 
3a5 
1 
3-
1.5 
3 
3 
2.,5 
3 
9 
10 
23 
( >f) 
( ~~) 
•  0  411/  Cl  ~ 0 - IV  - 8.IIo  77 
in  tl~  ous  ands 
of  tonnes 
Recinie~t countries 
eJ.1c.  bodies 
Total 
aid 
Communi t:" 
projects 
National 
projects 
---------·--·----------------·---
11IDDLE  E~~~~ 
E:gypt 
Jordan 
Yemen  Arab  Republic 
P ,D.R  ..  of  Yemen 
Lebe.non 
Syria 
150 
21 
6 
7 
32 .. 5 
5 
100  (~)  50 
18  ( "-)  3 
6 
6 
( 3)  25  7~5 
5  7  .. 5 
·------··-·---
ASIA 
Banglm~esh 
Indonesia 
Laos 
Pakistan. 
Philippines 
Sri  Lanka 
Vietnao 
142 
31  0 5 
1 00  ( 4) 
10 
25 
7~5 
30 
30 
42 
21.5 
(if) 
24 
3 
39.5 
( l(·) 
·--------·--·-----
OTHER  COUNTRIE:-:i 
J\1al ta 
-----------------------
ORG_h.NIZATIONS 
WFP 
ICHC 
UNICEF 
UNRWA 
Leag1.w  of  RC  Societies 
Catholic Relief Service 
TOTAL  --·- -------------
154 .. 1 
15 
18 
42.5 
5 
15 
1 1287 
1 
55 
•  1:: 
I,.J 
15 
35 
5 
15 
720.5 
4o5 
99.1 
3 
7o5 
105.6 
566.5 
Inch'.din:'2;  25  ~ 000  t  as  a  special reserve  to  be  released 
depencUr.g  upon  the  sit'l,'.2.tiono 
For  P~;:.leDtinian ref1.::sees, 
~--··-
Special reserve for  Lebc:mon  which  the  Cmn:.ilission  has  been 
enpowered  to  releB.se  in whole  or in par·c  depending upon 
de  vel  op:J.en ts. 
Including- 30100o·t as  a  special reserve  to·  be  released 
follorving  a.  further  excu:aina.tion  of  the  sitnatj_on. 
National  projects  to  be  specified or allocated  subsequently~ 
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The  COU1J.Cil  also accorded its agreement  on  emergency 
measures  for Syria  (refugees)  involving 5,000  tonnes _of 
cereals  P  700  tonncs  of  skimmed-·milk  pov1der  and  500  tonnes 
of butte-r·oil6 
0  0 
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The  Cot·.:ncil  appointed, 
- acting on  o.  propos2l  fro;·,1  the  Na':.i.onal  Coal  Bo8.rd  j 
I\Tr  R.V.  FINDLAY,  Nation2l  Coal  Board,  as member  of the 
Consultative  Co;mni ttee  of  the  Eu:~opean Coal  and  Steel 
CmP..:~n.mity,  to  replsce  !~r  Ch.,  HOWARD,  who  has  resig,ned 7 
for  the  remaind.er  of  ·c:1e  latter  v s  term  of office,  which 
rru1s  until  9  July  1978~ 
acting  on  a  proposcl  from  the  French  Goverrunent, 
= J\Tr  Bernard  DIZIER,  Secretary-Generc:tl  of  the  CJ:i'DT  Gas 
cu1d  Electricity Fec1eration1  as member  of  the  Com;ni ttee 
o:~  c:~e  European  Soci8J_  Fu.ncl,  to  replace  I.Ir  A  ..  GLOHIEU::X::, 
who  hew  resigned,  for  tJ:1e  remainder  of  the latter'  3  terEl 
of office,  which  runs tmtil  23  October  ·1977; 
= 1lr Pierre  BOURGEAU,  Chairman  of the  Econol!lic  and  Socicl 
Cor(ljnitteG  of Frenche  Comte,  as member  of  the Economic  e.nc1 
Social  Comini ttee,  to replace  Mr  Paul  NODDINGS,  who  has 
died~  for  the  reEminder  of  the latter 
1 s  term  of office, 
which  rl:ns tmtil  16  September  1978; 
= E;.~  Charle3  UASSABIEUX,  Assistant at the  CG'r  Bi..:reau 
Collf8d,?ra1 t  as mo:Ebor  of  the  Economic  ai1.d  Social  Comi'Ili ttee  1 
to  re;;;lG..ce  mr  Jom121es  GALLANDr  who  h2.s  resi2,1.1ed,  for  the 
rer:.1ainder  of.the l2.tter's term  of  office;  which runs 
untiJ  16  Septemb8r  1978; 
actin,::;  on  a  propose]_  fro::1  the  German  GoverrG!lent, 
Hr  TaR~  :mY~R,  Referen:iJ  in der Rechtsabteilv.ng  des 
Bu.ndesverba:rJ.dos  der  Det~tschen Indt:.strie  e.  v.,  as member  of 
-::he  AdvisorJ  Commit-tee  :m  Safety~  Hygiene  and  Health 
Protecti  'Jll.  at  Work 7  to  replace  Dr  EBERSTEIN,  who  has 
rc~si;;ned,  for  the  re:1sincl.er  of  the latter  c s  term  of office 
which  rt'.11S  until  4  E2.2"  1978; 
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- ::;:,ctin-:::  on  a  proposa.l  from  the Netherlancls  Government~ 
8,8  alternate mer:Jbcrs  of  -':he  Advisory  Cor!lmi ttee  on 
Safut>.  Hygiene  an··'.  Health Protec:tion e,t  Wor~r, 
=  IIr HoBoW.  SCJ-IL[ITZ 1  Beleids·,J.edewerker van  o.e  Federatie 
van  Nederlanc'Lce  VeJ'.:7erenigingen:.  to  replace 
i::rs  IHEU1.JVENHUIS:  who  has  resil(Ged~ 
- Mr  P .. H.  KORTEN,  Eedewerker van het NeCI.erlru.1ds 
Christeli 1k  ~;·:er>:::oversverbond 1  to  replace 
Z~r B,C  .. -T .. C.  RUYGROK)  1.'.'ho  has  re2.~'-gncd: 
for  t'oe  rems.inr:'.er  o:f  the latters,  te:c:1  of  office~  'Nb.icl:. 
:nms :.mtil  4  r-;Ia:;,- 1978~ 
- s,cting on  a  propo~:al  frorn  the  Commission  of the  E11ro:peru1 
Co;:~t:,_mn ;. ties,  I:ir  :Sino  RAVECCA,  Confed.ers.l  Secretarv of 
the  Unione  Ite..lis:aa  c1el  Lavoro  (UIL)  2.s  J'.Iember  of  th-2 
11anac;e:nent  B02-I"'cl  of  thE:  European  Centre  for the Develo];n:wnt 
of Vocational  ':i:':~e.tn:Ln~;;  to  replace  E:c  QUE:rl.BNGHI:  who  he,s 
b2en  called to  other  ~1ties,  for the period  ending on 
15  October  1978: 
- actj_ng  on  s.  :propocjaJ.  frYn  the  Col!h'Uission  of th8 Europeen 
Con:mm1i ties~  as De:nbers  of  t~e Administrati•re ·Board of 
t>P.  E:)_ropean  Fo'.'ndation for the  im:pro':rement  of living and 
vror\:ing  concH tions;  in the workers'  cate~ory: 
- Zr Bent  NIELSEN~  TJ8l1d.Borga.nisation<3D  i  Dw  .. mark  to 
replace  Tllr  A~:O'.  THORGRIMSON,  who  has  rosignec1, 
= I.Tr  Henry  DUN?;EL,  Central  Secretexy of  the  Confederation 
lnxembourgeoisr::  des  8'.-ndicats  chretiens;  to  replace. 
i~r  .J.P.  HUPPE~UCH,  vrho  has  resigned, 
for  the  remainc1e:r  of the latters'  term of office 9  whic:1 
ru.11s  lmtil  14 march  1979; 
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The  Council  adopted the  Decision appoi.ntinc the  members  anc~ 
alternate  r..1embers  of the  Actvisory  Committee  on Social  Socuri  ty 
for Migrant  Workers., 
The  term  of office  of the  following  appointments  covers 
the 1)eriod  from  8  February  1977  to  7  Febru.exy  1979 o 
The  follo'Ning  are  appci~'2ted~ 
GOVERNT;IENT  RCPRESENTATIVES 
---"-·-~-----
Belgium 
D8nmarlc 
Germ3Jly 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Mr  DONIS 
HYNES 
Mr  BOVA 
United Kingdom mr  REFF·ELI, 
Belgium 
DGU.!lark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
I:Ir 
Hr 
l.Ir 
Idr 
Iilr 
Mr 
IYir 
Ivlr 
DEI-Ilill~;~ 
V08·1:3\:TJT ~LG· 
I'=OrTs~rl\.N'l:Y 
CAP?E 
MURPHY 
MOTTA 
PIZZAFERRI 
WV\DLENER 
United Kingdom Mr  ECCLES 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  ner/HM/jj 
( 0)  -~};!(;.~~!.~~ 
Kl~  DUPUIS 
rJr  DECISIER 
Tlll"'  CCJ~JIJ  I~-JS  r.Ir  'ID..l\.NT 
Mr  CHRI STOFAI'EI~LI  Tlrs  PIP.RON'~ 
I:Il'  I<J~ l  ~?i~-3~fl.3  Iti1~  LERATTE 
r,~1·  VS,:'t  T~·.= ~
8
-~~TL.::JI~~~~rT 
•rr 
1\'lr  BIESTA 
Iilr  SEABOURN  Nr  OAKES 
( b )  ~±!~£~!~!~~ 
Jv.::r  b:::::CL:::::E\:\1  I:,ir  POTTILIUS 
1\~:c  F "•  i~ ,,  sn.:or::s::.:;n  T!Ir  NIELSEN 
l\~rs  WULF-:r(;A.TEIES  I\Ir  SCHU.PETA 
In.r  BRIDIER 
rar  I~ft.JLHALL 
l':Ir  DEGANO 
mr  DUNKEJ.J 
l~iss  PINOT 
Ivir  NEVIN 
r;Ir  FERIOLI 
til'  KRATOCHYHL 
Mr  FIJN van  DRAAT  Mr  NEI,EIMNS 
Mr  MA.VVER  I1r  lVIA.CGOUGAN 
0  • •  /  ••• - IX  -
Bel(;ium 
Demnark 
Germru1y 
Frence 
Irelan,~ 
Italy 
(a) 
1uxembour;~ 
Netherlsnds 
me!t!bers 
Mr  FRl\  .. NSM.AN 
lTr  STEifB.JERRE 
Mr  SCHNABEL 
l''!Ir  IL\RTIN 
f.'ir  HARRJNGTON 
l\:1r  TOR1:!:1Iu'\. 
rtrr  PAULY 
r:1rs  de  QUANT 
Unit  eel  ICinQ;rloin  ~~Ir  ROGERS 
186  e/77  (Presse  15)  .r:.:ro/I-IM/g, 
8.II.1977 
(b)  Al terne.tcs 
Mrs  DE  SCHRIJVER  Mr VAN  HOUI 
Mrs  H  o  S TI,IONSEN  Mr  CHRISTENSEN 
r:~r  L(J\N  Hr  GLAUBITZ 
r:Tr  VRILLON  Mr  de  TJ1U'IER 
Mr  YATES-F  .. I'.IJE  Mr RICE 
r:Tr  rlli.SCNI  Mr li'IISSE11VEJLB 
ri.Ir  SAUBER  mr  .JTJNG 
mr  van Rims  mr  ZWARTS 
Mr  COBB  Wrs  H.ARRISON '  ~ 
t' 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
436th meeting of the Council 
- Economic  and Financial Affairs -
Brussels,  14 February 1977 
President:  Mr  Denis HEALEY, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
of the United Kingdom 
200/77  (Presse  18) - 2  -
The  Governments  of  the member States and the  Commission 
of the European  Communi ties were  represented as  follows: 
:!?~1£i~I!!: 
Mr  WillJ  DE  CLERCQ 
J?~mnS!:rt~ 
Mr  Per HAEI<J:GmUP 
Mr  Kurt  HANSEN 
b1r  Hans  1\.PEL 
rHr  Karl Otto  POEHL 
Iv.Ir  Otto  SCHLECHT 
France: 
1\linister for  Finance 
Minister for Economic Affairs 
dtate Secretary, 
l\1inistr;y  of Economic  Affairs 
Federal r.1inister of Finance 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Fiilc.'lllce . 
State Secretary, 
!IIinistry of Economj_c  Affairs 
Mr  Luc  de  La  BARRE  de  NANTEUIL  .t".mbassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Ireland: 
l\1r  Richie  RYJiN  lViinister  for Finance 
l~r  Gaetano  STJJI'J'~,":..TI  Iliinister for  the  Treasury 
~!:!~~~!2~~;~/S: 
Kr  l',~arcel  .Nk":..RT  Minister for i'::conomic  Affairs 
lY'lr  Jacques  POOS  I\'iinister for  Fincnce 
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~!h~1~~~: 
Mr  R.F.M.  LUBBERS  Minister for Economic  Affairs 
"!I!!i!£2_JUu~~: 
Mr  Denis  HEALEY  Chancellor of  the Exchequer 
.-.... 
Mr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI  Vice-~resident 
Mr  Christopher Samuel  TUGENDHAT  Member 
·': 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council held an  exchange  of views  on  the  economic 
situation in the  Community  and  drew up  the  general outlines 
of its work  schedule for the  coming months. 
The  Council also heard  a  statement  by  b~ TUGENDHAT, 
Member  of the  Commission,  on  the budgetary  implications 
of the Commission  proposals  concerning agricultural prices 
and related measures  for 1977/1978. 
200  e/77  (Pre  sse  18)  kin/iv1I/  gj COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
437th meeting of the  Council 
- Agriculture -
Brussels,  14-1 5  February 1977 
President:  Mr  John SILKIN 
Minister for Agriculture? 
Fisheries and  Food 
of the United Kingdom 
201/77  (PreRqo  10) COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels,  16  February 1977 
201/77  (Presse  19)  Corr.  1 
C 0  R R  I  G E N D U M 
to  Press Release 
No  201/77  (Presse  19) 
of  14/15  Februa~J 1977 
~g~_§.,  ''FISHERIES",  First p2.ragraph  : 
Read  :  Concluding its examination of the interim measures 
for the  conservation and management  of fishery resources, 
the Council  today agreed a  series of measures  in this 
sector,  subject to  a  reservation by the  Danish delegation. 
~~g~_7, penultimate  pa~ngraph : 
Read  :  The  Com1cil  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  examine  the text  containing this series of 
decisions  subject to  a  reserve  by  one  delegation,  so 
that it could adopt  them,  after their legal finalization, 
at the  earliest opportunity. - 2- 15o II,  77 
The  Governments  of  the l'llember  States and  the  Conrrnission 
of  the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
;Belgium: 
~~. Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark:  ---
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
1VIr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-.JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
Th~ Christian BONNET 
1fr Pierre  1~\IGNERIE 
Ireland: 
T•Jr  Mark  CLD~ON 
Mr  Patrick DONEGAN 
Italy: 
~!Ir  Giovanni  r!IA.RCORA 
IVIr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
Luxembour.....£: 
Mr  Jean HAMIL IUS 
!l!r  Albert B&'1CHEM 
Minister for Agriculture 
Ivijnister for Agriculture 
Federa1 T!Tinister  for Agriculture 
State Se0retary, 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretaryt 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Hinistry of Agriculture 
Tilinister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Agricul  t1..1.re 
201  e/77  (Presse  19)  unw/SmS/ea  •••  /oo• Netherlancls: 
f!Ir  A.PoL~M.I•,1,.  VAN  DER  STEIC: 
filr  L  .. J ~  BR.Th1Q-IOilST 
Ilfr  John SILK  IN 
r/Ir  Gavin  STRANG 
Comrni.ssion: 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUN[lErJACH 
0 
•o  3  -
l\·Tinister for Agriculture 
St1'lte  Secretary 1 
Idi:nistry  of Foreign Affairs 
MinistGr for Agrici.1l  tu.re, 
Fisberi8s  and  Food 
Parlic>Jnentary Secretary, 
Iilinistry  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Pt::c.Pl.i:=::rr;entary  Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Department  of Prices  and  Consumer 
P:cotection 
President 
Vice  President 
0 
0 
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PROPOSALS  ON  AGRICULTURAL  PRICES 
Mr  GUNDELACH,  Commissioner responsible  for agriculture, 
introduced the  Commission  proposals  on  the  fixing  of prices 
for certain agricultural products  for 1977/1978  and  related 
measures. 
Following this  introduction,  preliminary: reactions both 
of  a  general  and  of a  specific nature  were  made  by  delegations 
on this ,su~ject6 
The  Cotmcil  agreed to  examine  the  substance  of  these 
proposals,  in the light of the  Opinions  to  be  delivered by 
the European Parliament  and  the Economic  and  Social Committee, 
at its forthcoming meetings  devoted to agriculture  on  14  and 
15  and  25,  26  and  27  March  1977. 
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M.ARKET  IN  POTATOES 
The  Council held  a  general discussion  on  the  proposal 
for  a  Re:;ulation  on  the  common  orgo.:uization of the market  in 
potatoes. 
Following  this  discussion, ·it instructed the  Special 
Committee;  on Agriculture  to  examine  in greater depth the 
questions  raised by  this  proposal  in the light of today 0s 
c1iscussions  in order to  enable  the Council  to  resume  its 
cU.scussions  ~n thj_s  su1lject  at  a  for·l;hcoming meeting. 
0 
0  0 
The  Co'.:L'1.cil  also  2greed to  extend the total a."ld 
temporary suspension of the  Common  Customs  Tariff duties 
on  potatoes  in accc·r·dance  with the  arra..n.gements  given  on 
page  II of this Press  Reles.se. 
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FISHERIES 
Concluding its examination of  the  interim measures  for 
the  conservation and management  of fishery resources,  the 
Council  today  agreed  a  series  of measures  in this  sector~ 
Specifically~ it reached  agreement  on measures  relating 
to by-catches  and  the  ban  on  fishing for Norway  pout,  and 
was  able  to  confirm the  consensus  reached at its meeting  on 
8  Feb1~ary last  •. 
In summary,  the  decisions  reached  then  con~erned: 
the  immediate  examination of the  NEAFC  recom1nendations  en 
the use  and  transport of different mesh,  vvi th  a  view  to 
the  introduction of wider mesh  under certain conditions; 
subsequent  examination of restrictions  on  the use  of  seines~ 
a  ban  on  the direct fishing of herring stocks  in the  North 
Sea  (with  the  exception of unavoidable  and  limited by-catches) 
from  28  February  to  30  April  1977; 
a  ban on  tho diroct fishing of herring stocks  in the Cel.tic 
Sea from  1  March  to  31  December  1977; 
- subsequent  examination of the herring stocks situation in 
the  Irish Sea and  in the waters  close  to  the north-west  and 
south-west  coasts  of Ireland. 
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The  specific measures  agreed  today  concern: 
- a  reduction of by-r;atches  to  20~1.  as  from  1  April  1977  ~ 
and  a  furt~1er examination of  this  issue in the light of· 
scie~1t:\.fi:::  advice  and  on  the  basis  of Commission  proposals 
before  the  er:c1  of  Tii:ay  1977; 
fixing  the  limits  of the  zone  in the  North  Sea within 
which  :fishing for Norvmy  pout  is to  be  banned  at longitude 
0°  - 4°  W and latitude  56°  - 60°  N  as  from  21  FebYUary 
until the  end  of tiarch  1977;:  a  further decisiol'l  on  action 
applicable  as  from  1  August  1977  is to  be  talcen  in the 
light of scientific advice  ard  on  the  b~\Sis  of  a  Commission 
propcsal.  w 
'Ihe  Council also  agreed to  prohibit the use  of vessels 
whicl:.  carry out  processing operations· additional to  those  of 
salting~  boiling of shrimps,  filleting,  freezing,  reducing 
offal and  reducing unavoidable  by-catches  subject to  the 
authorized  maximTh~. 
The  Council  instructed the  Cornmission  to  continue its 
study of  tr&."lsshipment  in order to  enable .it t.o  reconsider 
the m:c1.tter  at  a  forthcoming meeting~ 
The  Council  instru.cteo.  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Oorrunittee  to  examine  the  text  containing this series  of 
decisions  s;J.bj ect to  a  waiting reserve  by  one  delegation~ 
so  that it cou.ld  a<lopt  them,  after their legal finalization, 
at the  earliest opporhmi  ty., 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  also  agreed  to  the  signing of the  Agreement 
between  the  Government  of the  United States  of  A.'Tierica  i:md 
the·  European :economic  Cornm1mi ty  on fishing  off the  coasts  of 
the  United  States~  This  Agreement  will be  signed in 
Washington  today. 
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WINE  SECTOR 
The  Council  discussed the  problems  arising with regard 
to. the  situation on  the market  and  trends  in intra-Community 
trade  during  the  new  wine  year,  and  particularly since the 
entry into force  last December  of the new  guide  and 
activating prices.  The  matter of the  effects of indirect 
taxes  on  trends in trade was  also  raised in this  context. 
Following its discussions,  the  Colli~cil took note  of  a 
statement by  the  Commission  representative,  who  pointed out 
that the Commission  would  expedite its study of the  proposals 
to  be  submitted in order to  contribute to  the solution of 
structural problems  and  to  adjust certain aspects  of the 
organization of  the  market~ 
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10LICY 
•rhe  Council  adopted,  in the  officj_al  languages  of tha 
Coin:1luni ties,  the  negulation  on  com.:n.on  measures  to  improve 
the  conditions under wh:i_ch  agricultural  p;.~oducts  are 
processed  an.d  marketed  (to 'Nhich  it had  agreed in principle 
at its meeting  on  20  December last).  The  particular  ~urpose 
of this  Regulation is  to  encourage  investment;s  intended to 
rationalize  and  improve  intermediate activities betvveen 
farmers  and  consumers. 
In the  context  of the  acloption of this  Regulation,  the 
Council  agreed to  expedite  proceedings  concerning  the 
proposal for a  Regulation concerning  producer groups .and 
associations  thereofo  In  a  resolution,  it undertook to  take 
a.  decision before  30  June  1977  on  the  new  proposals,  including 
proposals  concerning the  financial  implications,  to be 
submitted to it by  the Commission before  30  April. 
The  Council also  raised the matter of the  adjustment 
of  the  amounts  of  aid  provided for in various  texts 
concerning  the  socio-structural  polic3r~  It agreed  to 
continue its discussions on this matter at  a  forthcoming 
meeting. 
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J,10NETARY  COMPENSATORY  AMOUNTS  FOR  PIGMEAT 
The  Council discussed the  problem raised by the 
United Kingdom  concerning the methods  used for calculating 
monetary  co~pensatory amounts  for  pigmeat~ 
In this context,  several delegations  also  commented  on 
the general aspects  of the  system of monetary  compensatory 
amounts  and  on  the difficulties in implementing it  .. 
The  Co@nission said it would  continue  to  examine 
attentively all the  problems  raised in this area with  a 
view to  finding  appropriate Community  solutions. 
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r;IISCELLANEOUS.  STATErn:ENTS 
The  Council  tool{  note  of various  statements  concerning 
- the  transfer of  common  wheat  for inter-vention to  It3.ly 
(Italian delegation),  following which  the Council  agreed 
in principle to  the  transfer of  300~000 tonnes  of  common 
wheat  from  the  Gr-crma.n  intervention aggncy  and  50,000  tonnes 
of  durum  wheat  from  the  French  intervention agency  to  the 
Italian intervention agency.  The  arrangements  for this 
transfer will be  examined  by  the  :Panno.n~mt  Represe~1tatives 
Committee  at the earliest opportunity; 
~·  the market  in hops  (German  delegation),  c.rawing  attention 
to  the  persistence of structural problems  in this sector 
and  inviting the  Commission  to  make  the  necessary proposals  .. 
Matters  relating to  this sector will be  included  on  the 
agencla for the  next Council meeting  devoted  to  agriculture; 
- monetary  compensatory amounts  on  processed  products  (Irish 
delegation),  drawing attention to  the  importance  of certain 
discriminatj_on  problems  which might  aris8  from  the 
non-application of monetary  compensatory  amounts  to  these 
prod.uctsi 
-imports  of  tomato  concentrates  (Italian delegation),  drawing 
attention to  the fact  that  imports  of  tomato  concentrates, 
which  were  disrupting the  Community  market  in these  products, 
had  been  able  to  be  made  from  third countries  to certain 
member  States at prices  lower  than.  the  Community  minimum 
price  as  a  result of  the  application of different rates  of 
exchange. 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  a  series  of measures  concerning  the beef and 
veal sector contained in 
- the  Regulations 
- repealing Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  888/68,  990/68 
and  752/74  concerning the beef  and  veal sector; 
- adapting Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  885/68  and 
1302/73  following  amendments  to  the  system 
applicable  to  the  common  organization of  the 
market  in beef  and  veal; 
amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  989/68  laying dovm 
general rules  for granting private storage  aid 
for beef and veal; 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  98/69 laying down 
general rules for  the  disposal  of frozen beef  and 
veal hy  intervention agencies; 
- laying  do~m general rules  for  the  system of 
compensatory  amounts  for beef  ru~d veal; 
- the Regulation emending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2453/76  on 
the  transfer to  the  Italism intervention agency  of frozen 
beef held by  the  intervention agencies  of other Member 
St8.tes r 
- the  Regu.la-t::_on  Eunending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  805/68  on 
the  c::>nunon  organization of the market  in beef  and veal 
and  ada.~>ting Regu.l2"tion·  (EEC)  No  827/68  and  RegulE:...tion 
(EEC)  No  950/68 ·on the  Corrnnon  Customs  Tariff~ 
The  Council  further  adop~ed in the official languages  of 
the  Comruuni ties. 
- the  estimate of young male  bovine  animals  weighing 
300  kg  or less  and  intended for fattening for  the  period 
from  1  April  to  31  December  1977  .. 
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The  Council  also  nclo~)ted in the official l2.ngu.ages  of 
the  Conununi ties 
the  Re&'1.:Llations 
nnonding Regulation  (B5C)  No  315/68  fixin.c  q_uality 
standc.rcls  for flonering bulbs,  conns  LUld.  tulJors; 
tenporc.rily and  tot2.lly suspending the  a"L~tonomous 
Cor:u110n  Customs 
1J:a:rj_:!:'f  duties  on  new  potatoe;:.;  fa.lling 
within subhe8,d.ing  07  .. 01  .<\  II a)  (from  1  T,Iarch  to 
31  lk:.rch  1977)  and_  on other potatoes  fe~lling within 
subheadinr;  07.01  A III b)  (from 1  March to  15 April  1977)~ 
ni,1ending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  lc,ying  c.1o-v-;n 
special  ffi(~asures  fol~  ir.1proving the  J?rocJ.uction and 
raar!,~eting of  COJi1LTt.Wi ty citrus  fruit~ 
laying dovvn  special measures  in respect  of tho 
Beneventano  variety of tobocco., 
In this  connection~  the  Council  took note  of  o, 
ComBisGiOjJ.  report  to the  Cotmcil  concen1inc  -the 
c;u::mti ties  of  rc,~"i  tcbCtcco  from  the  1973  cl~Oi1  talren 
over b•r  the  interven·cion  ar~encies  ~  -
v  ~  ' 
c.mending  Directive  76/625/EEC  concerninc the 
stz~:l;istic2,l  surve;{s  to  be  carrj_ed  out  b:r  t;:".E'  l'~onber 
States  in order to  de-termine  the  producti·)l1 <)otential 
of plo..::.1tc::l:iions  o:f  ccr·c::-.in  species  of  fnLi_t  trc8s  ~ 
amcmdin3  Directive  75/271 /8E8  c;)ncernil1G  -c;1e  Co:mmunity 
li~,,-:;- o:c  less~fc,vourc::d  far:-,~ing aroas  vvi-Ghin  -::;110  · 
mG2X1i11g  of Directi  vc  75/268/E:SC  (Fr2.llCG). 
0 
0  0 
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The  Cm.mcil  a~Jpro;rec1  tl:.e  te:~ts relating to the 
accession to the  Lome  Conven·i;ion  of Sao  Tome  alld IJrincipe, 
Cape  Verde  a:.0.d  Papua  Nev-:  GuL1eG.  and  the  dro.ft  e::chnnges 
of lettors  on the  advance  imlJlementation of the  tro.de 
provisions  between the  CmnD.ltmity  and  these three  cotmtries. 
These  Agrecn1ents  Vi'ill  be  signed very  shor~l:r  • 
Tlle  Co1.mcil  further .e.dopted  the  follov7ing  decisions 
the  Decision adjusting ·the  Decision of  29  Jm1e  1976  on 
the association of the  OCT  with the  Community  ( ::.djustments 
necessitated by the  already effective accession of three 
former  OCT  ·- Surinam,  Soychelles,  Comoro  State  •A  to the 
Lome  Convention)~ 
the  Decir.::ion  adjusting the  amounts  :nade  available  -Go  tho 
ED:B'  ( 1975)  for the  ACP  Ste:~:i;es  on the  one  h2.Yld  and for the 
OCT  cmd  :D'OD  on the  other; 
the  Re:::,'Lllation  amending the list of  countries  fEld. 
terl~itories in Regulation No  706/76  on the  1\rre  ... ncements 
applicable to  agricultural  :rn~oducts  and  certain goods 
resulting :frorn  the  pro  cer:>s i~1g of agri  cul  turcJ_  products 
originatinG in the  ACP  :3-to.-Gcs  or in the  OCT~ 
the  Decision amending  t1:e  list of  comTi:iries  2.nd  torri  tories 
in Decision 76/198/EEC  Ol1  imJ~Ort  arrG.llgewents  for rum, 
arrack  end  t:J.fia fallL1g within subheading  22 e 09  C  I  of 
the  CCT  c.i.1.d  originatinr; in t:1e  OCT; 
the  He;;uJ_;_d:;ion  amending Hegt0.ations  (:CEC)  Nos  1464/76  and 
1465/76  on the  opening?  2.llocc.tion  &J.d  administration of 
ConL'clWlity  te:.rif:f  quotao  for  rur,1~  arrach:  and  to.l'ic. falling 
within st.lbheading  22., 09  C  I  of the· CCT  2-illd  oric;inating in 
the  ACP  States  and  the  OCT. 
0 
0  0 
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T!.1e  Cotmcil  adoptee.,  in ·che  offici.sl  l8.nf_;l~C..GGZ  of the 
Cormnunitieo  1  the  Regula-~ion concerning the  appliccction of 
an o.:i1ti-clu:cir;-Jing  dc~~GY  on  chc"ins 1  fo:;_~  cycles  anc1  ii10-tc.:·:'·:!~fcles, 
originating i21  Taiwan. 
The  Cou  ...  J.~il  2.lso  a:y'-:covecl  the sicning of on Lcrecment 
between the European EconorJ.iC'  Co:mLluni ty c:_ncl  the  I'i.:rc;,;J  Hepub=~~-c 
?f Egy~t on trRde  in  tc:~ilos. 
0 
0  0 
Food  aid in tl1e  form  of :o.1i.H:  'Jroc1ucts 
_.._.  • .,._  • .._..._. ..... ,. ......  ~ ...........  h.~o--o-...........  ~ .......... ..,,  ......  , .... ,.__..__..,,.,~_.._.._., ......  o;-.........  ~  .... --.u-·•---
WitJ.l~cn the  frcmwrror~:  o:::  the  second  insto.lr:1ont  o:~  the 
1  S76  ::_Jrogrc_;:E18  of aiel  in t}le  form  of milk products,  the 
Cm.mcil  ac;:;_~eed  to  the  bJ.·e~1l~·-clown by  reci;~ient 1Jody  and 
C01JJl"G1'2"  of  cl.ostination  o:('  12,000  ton.nes  of  skL1Hed.  ;-;1iJJ:e 
,, 
lJowder  2.110 02.-Ged  t:o  the  HGO 1:J  (non·"e;overnmente:.l  Ol"gcilli~'~ations) ~ 
It  c.l:::;o  ac1o;)teci.  a  nu.mbel~ of t2chnical  o.rl"c;,.ngc::,lents  concerning 
the  dis·r;,::i.ln.:.tion  a:'JL~  !'ov:~in:~;  of t:10  c:..:l.d.~ 
0 
0  0 
20"1  ~->/7r7  \.r-y ••  ,"~"'..,  1q)  er··'-lC;:>B.t_,;  .  ~  ~  1.  ~··- v '-'  - '  ~,,  _J,  '/  J J  ~> o  o/ o  u  • The  Co1.-mcil  adopted in the official langt.:'..ages  of the 
ConmTu.nities 
the  Directives 
on the  aPllroxiE1ation  of the  laws  of the  me:-,1ber  States 
relo:cing to the  sc.:!:ecuc:.rding  of employees 1  rights 
in the  ev·ent  of  tJ.~2:,1s:!:e:-cs  of underteldngs,  businesses, 
or pm.'ts  of btlSinesses  ~ 
amending  tl1e  first  Dire  "::!ti ve  on the  establishment  of 
comr,10n  rules  for certain types  of  carrii::-:.ge  of goods 
by  ro8.c1  between l·Ie;nber  f:tates? 
ti1e  Decisions 
acl.opting  a  technolo::~ical  resec:_rch  prograrnme  in the 
footv.rear  sector; 
on the  exporting of  crude  oD.  and  petroleum products 
from  one  Member  Sto.te  to another in the  event  of 
supply  difficulties~ 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and  the 
Commission  of the  European  Communities  were  represented 
as  follows~ 
Belgium~  --
Mr  Renaat  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denniark:  ·-· 
M~ K.B.  ANDERSEN 
Mr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
German.v~  --
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France~  ___  __, 
IV.Ir  Louis  de  GUIRINGAUD 
Ireland:  --
Mr  Patrick DONEGAN 
Ivlr  John KELLY 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for 
Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
T.ainistry  of Foreig.a.  Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Fisheries 
Parliamentary Secretary, 
ministry  for Foreign Affairs 
IVIr  Arnaldo  FORLANI  m:inister  for Foreign Affairs 
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Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands: 
Mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  L  .. J.  BRINKHORST 
!!~!!~£_Kin~£2E!: 
Mr  David  0\IVEN 
Mr  Edmund  DELL 
Mr  Frank  JUDD 
l'fJX  John  TOMLINSON 
Commission:  -----------
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Wilhelm  HAFERKAlVIP 
Mr  Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
Mr  Lorenzo  NATALI 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
Viscount  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
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0 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
. Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State for 
Foreign and  Commonwealth 
Affairs 
Secretary of State for Trade 
Minister of State, 
Foreign and  Commonwealth. 
Office 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Office 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
member 
Member 
0 
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8 .III.  77 
RELATIONS  WITH  PORTUGAL 
The  Cou.11cil  toolc note  of the details given by the French 
Minister for Foreig.Ll Affairs of the talks held in Paris  on 
£:1onday  with mr  SOARES,  who  has been visiting London,  Dublin, 
Copenhagen and  Rome  in the last few  weeks  and has still to 
visit the  other capitals of the Nine. 
The  Permanent  Representatives Committee  vms  instructed to 
make  preparations for the forthcoming discussions of the 
Council  on this subject. 
RELATIONS  \1ITH  SPAIN 
On  the basis of discussions held by the  Permanent 
Representatives  Conrnittee  since its last meeting,  the Council 
held an  exchange  of views  on ways  and means  of regularizing 
relations between Spain and the Community  be;fore  the  end  of 
the  transition~l period provided for by the Act  of Accession 
of the United Kingdom,  Denmark  and  Ireland tq  the  Com:nuni ties. 
It authorized the Commission to  conduct  furtf-er exploratory 
talks with the Spanish delegation and  asked the Permanent 
Representatives  Comini ttee to  CO··· Operate with the  Commission 
and  submit  draft negotiating directives to  i~ by its next 
meeting in April.  I 
It also took note in this  context  of thb· Commission's 
intention to  submit  to it very shortly its aksessment  of the 
effects of the  mediterranean  policy.  \ 
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8 .III.  77' 
RELATIONS  WITH  CYPRUS 
With  :cegarcl.  to the  outstanding problems  in the  context 
of the  EEC-Cyprus  Association,  the  Council instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  COJmnittee  to  complete its 
preparations for the next  CotuLcil  meeting  on  5 April  1977o 
RELATIONS  WITH  YUGOSJ.Jl. VIA 
Having reiterated the  importance which it attached to 
the  development  of relations between the  Community  and 
Yugoslavia,  and  to  the  implementation of the Belgrade 
declaration of  2  December  1976,  the  Coux1cil  welcomed  the  f&ct 
that the  Joint  2EC-·Yugoslavia  Contini ttee is to  meet  on 
29  l.VIarch  1  977  o 
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FISHb'RIES  POLICY 
After hearing an interim report  from  I.·Ir  GUNDELACH,  the 
Commissioner responsible for fisheries policy9  the  Co~mcil 
reviewed  pl~ogress in the current  discussions  from  both the 
external and  internal points of vievJ. 
The  Council v1ished  to  emphasize  the  urgency of making 
definitive arrrmgements  in this sector,  and  duly noted that 
the High-Level \'!orldng ·Party on  Fisheries would  be meeting 
on  9  r!Iarch  1977  0 
The  Council also  decided to  proceed as  soon as  possible 
with the  signing of the fisheries agreement  between the 
European Economic  Community  and  the  Government  of ·Denmark  and 
Local  Govenu~ent of the  Faeroe  Isl&~ds. 
SITUATION  WITH  REGARD  TO  A DANISH  UNDERTAKING  TN  GHANA 
The  Council  re·:.riewed  the  si  tuatio:n with regard to  a 
DB.nish  undertaking in Ghana. 
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8.III.77 
ARRANGEl':_ffiNT  REGARDING  INTERNATIONAL  TRADE  IN  TEXTIJ1ES 
Following the  Council's discussions,  very broad 
agreement  was  noted  on  the  aims  to  be  &ttained during the 
talks for the  renewal  of the )VIultifibres Arrangement,  and 
on  ~ost of the negotiating directives to be  given to the 
Commission  .. 
The  Permanent  Representatives Committee  was  instructed 
to  re-examine  as  soon as possible,  on the basis of a 
Commission  document,  the  question still outstanding of the 
most  appropriate  methods  to  cope  with cumulative market 
disturbances in order to  enable  the  Community  to  enter into 
negotiations which  must  begin  on  16  March  in Geneva. 
CSCE  - SOVIET  WcOPOSALS  FOR  PAN--EUROPEAN  CONFERENCES 
On  the basis of a  report  on  the  Soviet  proposals  for 
pru1-European  conferences  on the  envirorunent  and transport 
and  energy,  the  Council  drew  up  s2veral guidelines for the 
continuation of the work  as  regards  the  discussion of these 
proposals at the  32nd plenary session of the  Economic 
Co~nission for Europe. 
254  e/77  (Presse  22)  kin/vmd .• 
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NEGOTIATING  CONFEilENCE  ON  A  CO:r:IION  FUND 
The  Council worked  out  the  details of a  joint initial 
position to be  adopted by the  Com.munj_t~r for the negotiating 
Confe:-..~ence  on  a  Com.'T'.on  Fund  (  Gene·~a  P  7  r~:arch  ~- ·1  April  1977), 
subject to  one  question in respect  of which  j_ t  instru.cted 
the  Permanent  Representatives  Conu'lli ttee to  complete  its 
deliberations  .. 
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The  Council  approvecJ.  the  text  of the  joint statement 
made  on  human rights b; the  European Parliament)  the  Council 
a..1.d  the  Coillinission, 
0 
0  0 
EIB  lo<:m  .cruarantee  ----------'2--------
The  Council  decided  tl12.t  the  Community  wecs  prepared  on 
certain con'h  tions  to  gv.a.rantee  the  loans to  'oe  gre.ntecl  by  tl'w 
European Investment  BanL  1..:.ncl.er  the  Community 
1 s  ?inancial 
conuni tr.1ents  towards  cert2..in third countries.  This  cl.ecision 
princir~~lly  ~~f·"ects  Gree se,  Turkr;,y,  the  va.riotw  C:01.J.ntries 
covered  ·by  the  Community~  s  overall Mec1i terTans2n  :=::,:;;proach, 
and Portugal in respect  of the Financial Protosol. 
l\Tec1i terc. ;::::mem'l 
The  Co1-mcil  c:.ecidecl  on the  signing of the  Co-o~)eration 
Agreement  8l'ld  of the  ECSC  1\-:;r:.;om:;:nt  negotiate·:3. with the  Le1x!J:182J 
Republic.  At  the  saE1e  ·i;i;~12  it authori7.ed the  CorJJ.u:i.ssion  to 
negotiate  2n  interim  ag::.~~Jeuent  V'iith  Lebanon rega:2c1ing  tr~cle 
in goods. 
Thes-3  agree~1ents will  b:::  signed in the  nc:::  .. :C'  future. 
0 
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The  Council  s.uthorized  ·che  Commission to  negotiate 
with the  Kingdom  of I:Iorocco  the  exchange  of letters 
provided for  in Article  11:-,  subparagraph  2 1  of the  EEC-
~.1orocco Interim  1~greement relating to  r~oroccan wines with 
designations of origin. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted,  the  third EEC-Turkey  Financial 
Protocol  in the  official languages  of the  Communities. 
0 
0  0 
The  Coun~il adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  the  Regulations 
= maintaining in effect the  arrangements  for  imports 
into the  Eenelux  co"Lmtries  of certain textile products 
origi11..ating  in the Republic of Korea; 
= on the  entries in the  budget  of the  Conmt}_nities 
relating to the  fina21cial  effect  of the  different 
conversion rates applied for measures  financed by  the 
Guarantee  Section of the  EAGGF; 
= amending Regulations  (ZEC)  Nos- 787/69 1  2305/70  ::md 
2306/70  on the  financing  of intervention e::penditure 
in res-pect  of the  internal market  in cereals and 
rice,  ln beef and  ve8J_  e.nd  in milk  ancl_  m.ill~ products; 
the  Directive  amending Directive  70/157/EEC  relc:tir1g to  the 
permissible  sound  level ::md  the  exhaust  system of motor 
vehicles. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  took note  of  the  Commission  mel.~o:;_~a,."1.da 
concerning  Community  progra:.1r.1es  on  coal  resea:.:·ci1  techniques  5_ 
particularly in the  field of ;·aini::J.g  tec~moloc_;y  ilild  product 
benefication. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  authorized the  Commission  to  extend until 
the  end  of  1979  the  EURA'J:Oili-OECD  Agreement  on  the  Computer 
Lib:ca:cy  of  the  lTuclear  Ene:cs7  Agency  (NEA), 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Ij~·ish  Government  the  Com1eil 
appointed  L~r  Jolm  KENHA 7  DLtector of  Transpor·c  aT!.d  Fvreign 
Trade;  Confederation of  I:c~j_sh  Inoustry,  as  a  nc:mboi"  of the 
Economic  and Social  Co1mnittee  to  replace l!Ir  BY2lTZ ~  vvho 
has  resigned.~  for the  remainder  of  the latterts te\!!.1  of 
office~  L  e ..  1m til  ·1  6  Se:~"Jt •:e.l!!ber  1978  ~ 
0 
0  0 
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On  a  proposal by the  Con111ission  of the European 
Communi ties  9  the  Council has  appointed l'!ir  H.P.  W  •. SCHr(lr.CZ  ~ 
Beleidsmedewerker v2.n  de  Fed.eratie  van Nederlandse 
Valverenigingens  a  member  of the Administrative Board 
. of the European Foundation for the  improvement of living 
and  working  conditions in the  workers~  repl~esentati  ves 
'·  category,  in place of  ~ITr  BODE,  who  has resigned,  for 
the  remainder of the lattervs term of office  which 
expires on 14  March  1979. 
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The  Goverrunents  o:c  the  Member  States  and the  Cormnission 
of the  European  Communi ties were  represent  eel  by the  following: 
BelPiUJ:J. 
---~--
Mr  Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
DenmarL: 
Mr  Per HAEKKERUP 
:Mr  Kurt  HANSEN 
~~~~Es~-g~E~~l~£_£f_~~~~~~ 
r·.'Ir  Hems  APEL 
Mr  Ha.11s  li'RIDERICHS 
Mr  Ka:!.~l  Otto  POEHL 
Tilr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Fr2nce 
11r  I!Iichel  DURAFOUR 
Irela.."'1.C. 
Mr  Richie  RYAN 
Italv  ----1!.. 
Mr  G2.etwo  STAMl\'lATI 
Minister for  l"immce 
Minister for  Economic  Affeirs 
State Secretary 
Tv'linistry  of Econ.omic  AffaiJ..~s 
Fed.eral  11ini~::ter of Finance 
Federal Ministe:' for  Economic 
Affairs 
State Secrete.ry 
Ministry for Finence 
Ste,te  Secretary 
:Ministry of  Econornic  Affr:'.ir::.; 
Minister responsible  for 
Economic  3.YlC.i.  Financial Affc.irs 
Minister for  l!'inance 
Minister for the Treasury 
filr  J2.cques  POOS  r.iiniste:' for Finance 
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Mr  W.F.  DUISENBERG 
Ear  R.F.M.  LUBBERS 
l::1r  Denis  HEALEY 
Commission 
Mr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI 
Mr  Henl:c  VREDELING 
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Minister for·Finance 
Hinister for Economic  Affairs 
0 
Chancellor of  the  Exchequer 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
0 
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FIRST  QUAJ:TIERLY  EXAl\'!INATION  OF  THE  ECONOi'iiiC  SITUATION 
In accordance  with Article  2  of  the  convergence Decision 
of  18 February  1974,  the  Council  carried out  the first quarterly 
examination  of  the  economic  situation in the  Community. 
Following this  examination,  the  Council  agreed  to a 
Decision adjusting  economic  :policy guidelines  for 1977.  This 
Decision commits  the  member  Sts.tes  to  follow an  eco1!.o~c1ic  policy 
in compliance  with the guidelines laid dowri  by  the  Council. 
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In accorclance  with Article  6  of  the  Decision  on  the 
attainment  of  a  high  degree  of  convergence  of  the  economic 
policies. of  the  Iiiembe:c  States,  the  Council adopted  the  fourth 
medium-term  economic  policy prograrnme. 
This  program.me  provides  a  framework  for  Community  econor.1ic 
activities for the  years  1976  to 1980.  It lays  down  desirable 
mediu..m-·term  economic  development  and  states i -tis  implications 
for  economic  policy. 
The  Decision provides  that this programme  vvill  :Je  followed 
and  reviewed  during its period  of validity and  the  C01.mcil  has 
asked  the  Commission  to  implement  the  appropriate  arrangements 
this  end., 
The  Fourth  Prograr.une  will  be  publ~.  shed in the  Official 
JouJ.~nal  of  the  European  Cmmnuni ties as  soon as possible  • 
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INCREASED  INTERNAL  COI{f!iSION  IN  ECONOTUC  AND  FINANCIAL  r.TATTJ~HS 
Ol1  the  basis  o:f  reports  by  the  T.lone-tary  Committee  and  the 
Cormni ttee of Governors  of  the  Central  Banh:s,  Jche  Council held 
a  discussion on  certain sugges·cions  contained in I1r  DUISEN13:8RG'S 
communication  on target  z.:mes  for  exchange  rates  in the 
Communi·ijYo 
The  Council  asked  -~he  two  Commi·ctees  to  continue  their 
work  on  the  matter and  -co  report  back  to  i-\:;  at regular 
intervals. 
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PREPARATION  FOR  ':PHE  l\ffiXT  mEETING  OF  THE  I.WF  INTERIM  COMMITTEE 
The  Council  reviewed preparations for the  va1~ous 
subjects likely to  nppear  on  the  agenda for the meeting 
of the  DIIF  Interim Comr.1i ttee  and noted that  a  good  deal  of 
progress had  been made,.  It instructed the Monetary  Co1Th1li ttee 
to continue the preparations  and  submit  a  final report in 
time  for the  next  Council mee-ting. 
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CIEC  - FINANCIAL  ASPECTS 
Pending the  resumption of the  Conference  on International 
Economic  Co-operation,  the  ComLcil  took note  of a  report 
from  the  Chainnan of the  Permanent  Representatives  Com~ittee 
on  progress  in the  Com~mLity discussions  and  the  scheduled 
programme  of work. 
0 
0  0 
The  next meeting of the  Council  on  Economic  and 
Financial  Questions will take  place  on  18 April  1977 
(in Luxembourg) • 
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EXPORT  CREDITS 
The  Council  adopted a  Decision  on  the guidelines  to  be 
applied to medium  and  long-term export credits which  enjoy 
official support. 
By  fixing  the credit terms  applicable particularly as 
regards  the  duration  and interest rate,  this Decision makes 
possible- over and  above  Community  case-by-case consultations, 
which will in any  case  be  maintained - substantial progress in 
the  development  of  an  export  credits policy. 
FurtherrD.ore,  it gives practical expression to  the 
Community's  objective  of rationalizing existing practices and 
of contributing to  the  development  of  convergent guidelines 
between countries which.provide  export  credits. 
0 
0  0 
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COMMUNITY  LOANS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Cormnunities  the Decision relating to  the  transformation of  a 
tranche  of  a  variable rate  Cor.arnunity  loan into a  fixed rate loan. 
The  purpose  of  this  operation is to  transform into a  fixed 
rate loan a  second  tranche  of  100 million dollars  of  that part 
of  the variable rate  Con11nuni ty loan - 300 million dollars  -
granted to Italy 8nd Ireland which  was  the  object  of  a  Council 
Decision on  15 March  1976. 
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Member  States•  Governments  e.nd  the  Commission  of the 
European Communi ties v;ere  represented  as  follows~ 
Mr  Albert  L.A.VENS 
Denmark~  ---
~rr Poul  DALSAGER 
J:lr.tr  Svend  JACOBSEN 
A~ Jprgen PederHANSEN 
~~E!!!~l~ 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen ROHR 
FrGnce  ~ 
Mr  ChristiBn  BONNET 
mr  Pierre MEHAIGNERI:8 
Ireland~ 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
W.tr  Patrick DONEGJili 
Mr  Giovanni  Nu~CORA 
r~ Arcangelv  10  BIANCO 
J:lr.tr  Vi to  ROSA 
Ministe-r for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for Greenland 
Federal Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
ministry of Agriculture 
minister for Agriculture 
Ste..te  Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
minister for Agriculture 
Deputy  State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Deputy  State Secretary for  the 
Merch:mt  Navy 
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lVIr  Albert  BERCHEM 
Netherlands: 
Mr  A.P.L  .. M.N.  Vi\.N  DER  STEE 
!!.~  ~!~£L!f~~~S!£~: 
1\'lr  John SILKIN 
Mr  Bru.ce.  MILL.~:'\N 
l\'Ir  Gavin  STR..\NG 
!Vir  Alec  JONES 
fvir  Robert  MACLEI\TNAN 
Cor:m:icsion  ~ 
Mr  Fin.11.  Olav  GUNDELACH 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Secret8.!'~'  of State, 
Scottish Office 
Purlirunentary  Secret~ry, 
Ministry of  Agriculture~ 
Fisheries  2md  Food 
Parliw11entary Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Welsh  Office 
Parliamentary  Under-Secretar~r 
of State, 
Deps.rtment  of Prices  8..nd 
Consumer Protection 
Vice-President 
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0 
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FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Council held a  detailec1 discussion on  tb.e  preparation 
of certain interim Iileasures  concerning fishing activities in 
waters  off the Irish coastso 
The  Council welcomed  the Commission's  recent  proposals  on 
this matter,  and  instructed the  High~Level Worlcing  Party to 
continue its discussions  on this basis.  It agreed to  continue 
its examination of this  problem at its m2eting  arranged for 
25 1  26  and  27  March. 
The  Council  agreed  on the need  to  determine  as  soon as 
possible fishing quotas  for the  fis:!:l.ing  zones  o:f  f/Iei:noer  States 
for the  rest of  1977. 
Stressing the urgent  need. to  introduce  a  pennanent 
fisheries  regime,  the Council was  plGased  to  note  that  the 
Commission  intended to  submit  further suggestions  in April. 
0 
0  0 
In addition,  the Council  decided  to  proceed to the  signing 
of the  framework  agreement  governing  relation~:J  in the  fishery 
sector between the European Economic  Community  and  Sweden. 
This  agreement  will  bG  signed in the near future. 
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HOPS 
The  Council noted the  requests  by  the German  and  Belgian 
delegations  that urgent  provision be made  for measures  to deal 
with current difficulties vvhich  have  arisen on  the  hop market. 
After a  brief discussion,  the Council  instructed the 
Special Coramittee  on  Agriculture  to  exrunine  these  problems  very 
carefully as  soon as-possible,  in the light of appropriate 
Si.J.ggestions  which  could be  sumbi tted by the Commission. 
VARIOUS  STATEMENTS 
The  Council  took note  of the  following statements 
- on the  suspension of the  Common  Customs  Tariff for potatoes 
(United Kingdom  delegation) 
- on  the state of the  poultry market  (Danish delegation) 
on  compensatory amounts  in the  processed products  sector 
(Irish delegation) 
-on the  extension of Article  14  (2)(a)  of Directive  159/72 
beyond  the five  years  envisaged  (Irish delegation) • 
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SKIMMED  MILK  AND  SKI~ThffiD-MILK POVIDER 
Without  prejudice  to  a..1y  subsequent discussions  of the 
problem  of balance  in the milk sectorp  the  CoU11cil  noted some 
consensus  on  the principle of the  Commission  proposal for a 
Regulation amending  the Regulation laying down  general rules 
for granting aid for  ski~ned milk and  skimmed-milk  powder for 
use  as  feed. 
The  main  aim  of the  proposal  is to grant additional aid 
over and  above  the  amounts  of aid already granted for liquid 
skimmed  milk used by pig rearers  and for skimmed-milk  powder 
used in the manufacture  of  compound  feeding-stuffs  for pigs 
or poultry  (including fresh  powder). 
·  The  Council has  instructed the  Special  Co~nittee on 
Agriculture  to settle certain technical aspects  of the  proposal 
so  that the  Council may  act  forrnally  on the matter when  approving 
the  whole  action programme  for the milk sector. 
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Truli~SPORT COSTS  IN  THE  BEEF  AJID  VEAL  SECTOR 
The  Council has  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation auending Regulation  No  2305/70 
on  the  financing  of intervention expenditure  in respect of the 
doraestic  market  in beef  and veal as  far as  certain transport 
costs  are  concerned. 
The  aim of the  Regulation is to harmonize'the  fina~cial 
rules for this  particular sector with  those  for other sectors, 
where  transport costs for  products  taken over by  intervention 
bodies  are  refundable  by  the  EAGGF  on  authorization from  the 
Comrnj_ssion  even if this  is  a  posteriori. 
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FIA~NG OF  AGRICULTUP~L PRICES 
The  Council  continued its examination of the  Commission 
proposals  concerning  the fixing of prices for the  1977/1978 
marketing year. 
During  the  discussion~  the President  informed  the Council 
of his  tall{S  on  14  l.Vlarch  with a  delegation from  the  Committee  of 
Professional Agricul  tur2.l Organizations  and  on  15  ·t~nrch with  2. 
delegation from  the European Bureau of Consumers. 
In the  course of the discussion,  the Council  examined at 
some  length general  agri-monetary questions,  and  specific 
questions  concerning milk  products  and  cereals. 
After making  some  progress  in its attempt  to  reach  Rgreement 
on these  proposals,  the Council  instructed the  Special Committee 
on Agriculture  to  continue its study of certain technical aspects. 
The  Council  agreed to  resume  its discussion of the  proposals 
at its next meeting  planned for 25,  26  and  27  March. 
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The  Council adoptecl.  in the official languL-,ges  of the 
Communj_ties 
- the Regulations 
codifying the acts  adopted  concerning products 
processed from fruit and vegetables; 
fixing for  the  1977/1978  milk year the guideline 
figure for  the fat  content  of  standardized whole 
milk  imported into Ireland  (3.52%)  and  the 
United Kingdom  (3.77%); 
- amending for the third time Reculation  (EEC) 
No  1163/76  as regards  the  postponement  of the 
dates for applications for  the gr2.nt  of  cm::.version 
premiUl11S  in the wine  sector  (31  Dece:.nber  1977  fol~ 
the  197'7/1978  marketing year and  31  December  1978 
for  the  1978/1979 marketing year); 
- 8!l1ending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2452/76  on  the transfer 
to  the Italian intervention agency  of b'.ltter held 
by  the intervention agen::;ies  of other Member  States 
(extension of the aeadline to  1  July  1977)~ 
-·  amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  816/70 as regards  the 
rules  on  the maximu'TI  sulphur·  dioxide  ( so2)  content 
of  'Vine~ 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2893/74- on  sparkling 
wines  produced in the  Community  and  specified in 
item  12  of  Annex  II to  Rc:::gulation  (EEC)  No  816/70 
and Regulation  (EEC)  No  817/70 laying down  speci~::1-l 
provisions  ~celating to  quality Vlines  produced in 
specified regions; 
- on  the transfer to  the Italian intervention agency 
of  common  wheat  held by  the German  intervention 
agency. 
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The  Council  a.lso  ao.opted in the official languages  of 
the  Commrmi ties the Regulation a.'Tlending  Regulo,tion  ( EEC) 
No  1848/76  le.ying  down  general rules for the  import  of wines 5 
grape  juice and grape must. 
The  aim  of this  ai1lendment  is both to  extend  exemption 
from  the  production of  tho certificate and analysis report -
as  laid down  in the Regulation above-mentioned  -~  to  products 
not  intended for normal  trade and  to stipulate the maximwn 
capacity of  small  containers. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adoptee. in the official lang1..w.ges  of the 
ComnlUnities  the decision concerning  employment  aid for  certain 
slaughterhouses  in Northern Ireland. 
Under the  ter;·,1s  of this decision,  the Govern--nent  of the 
United Kingdom  j_s  authorized 1  as  an  exceptional measure  and in 
order to  avoid any  possible deflection of trade to  the 
disadvantage  of slaughterhouses situated in Northern Ireland, 
to  continue  to  pay  an  Ciilplo;y-ment  aid  on cattle and  pigs 
slaughtered in Northern Ireland for as  long as  a  diffo:ronce 
in parity exists between  the representative rate of the pou;.1d 
sterling and  that  of the Irish po-illld;  this aid does  not  apply 
to  quantities  exported to  Ireland~ 
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The  Government  of the United Kingdom  is authorized to 
adjust this aid in order to take  into &.ccount  any  variation 
in the  difference  between representative  re-tes  in the 
United Kingdom  and  in Ireland.  For an initial period from 
17  January  to  31  March  1977,  the  Council has  l~mited the 
amount  of this aid to  9.05  p~nce per lbo  (19o95  pence  per 
kilogram)  deadweight  for cattle and to 74  pence  per score 
(8.16  pence  per kilogram)  deadweight  for pigmeat. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council noted the Commission  con®unication to it 
concerning the  measures  taken and  the results obtained in 
the  campaign against  irregularities.  This  is in response 
to the  Council Resolution of  16  December  1975  concerning 
more  vigorous  prevention and  prosecution of irregularities 
perpetrated in the  financing of the  cmmnon  agricultural policy. 
0 
0  0 
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r.nSCELI·ANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties the  fo~l_lowing Statement  on  industrial policy in 
the  aeronautical  sectoro 
•:THE  COUNCIL  OF  TK8  BUROFi!:AN  COT\!J'.TUNITT8S, 
Having regard to the  Commission  communication of  3  October  1975 
on an action programme  for the  Europe~n aeronautical sector. 
and,  in p2.rticu..1ar 9  to  those  aspects relating to the 
establishment  of  8.  joint  programme  for the  construction of 
large  civil transport  aircraft~ 
Having regard to the  Opinion of the  European Parliament, 
Having regard to  the  Opinion of the  Economic  and Social 
Committee, 
CONSCIOUS  of the  fact  that the  scale  of  investments  and  risks 
involved in civil aircraft  construction programmes  means  that 
no  longer  can any  European  coun-cry  launc1:L  new  programmes  in 
isolation and  also that European countries should  not  1r:mnch 
rival programmes; 
I-JEREBY  agrees upon the  following  objectives for the 
implement at  ion of the  Council Resolutiol1. of  4  ~!Iarch  1975  on 
concerted. action and  consultations between the  Member  States 
on  industrial policy in the  aeronautical  sector~ 
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(a)  ·the  establishn:ent,  in close  consultation with  e~l 
interested  circles~  of  a  coherent  strategy with regard 
to  any  ne~ construction  progra~~e for large  civil 
trsXJ.S~?ort  airc:;_~aft,  whereby  the  various  options  vvill  be 
exan!~.ned and  duplication avoided  from the  outset; 
(b)  optimum use  of design and  conotruction capacities, 
incluc!.ing  S"v:~.;co:r...t;_·ac·i:;ing  to  competitive  indw;tries, 
within the v2.rious  IJeEiber  States~ 
(c)  joint  ac-tion  ~J:,r  I:u~:--opl~an manufacturers  in the  search 
for possible  formulae  for  co-opers.tion with United 
States  industry,  in order to promote  penetration of 
the world  me,rket  by :E,'uro:pesm  industry; 
(d)  definition of  economic vic.bility criteria for deciding 
on the  launching of  ru1.y  nevv  programme  such  a.s,  for 
instance  7  a  sufficient m.:lli1ber  of  orders  or options; 
(e)  implementation of :proceclures  to bring together 
representatives  of :118l11..Lfacturers  and  airlines  fo:;.~  the 
purpoee  of defining aircraft types  for  pre·-Pl'ojec·(; 
ci_isc;.::..ssio;.1s  leo..ding  up  to  t~1e  decision to  ls.1..mch~ 
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(f)  adoption  of  a.ll  possible measures  to  ensure  tl12:'c  airline 
companies  give  competitive European aircraft  a  fair 
chance~ 
(g)  exploration of the  opportvnities  and the  procedures  for 
a  joint effort with rega:cd  to basic res earcl1 rvith  a  vievv 
partic'l:lo.rly to  developinG the  know-how  required for 
the  futm:-e  generation of aircraft  a.nd  to  mekin.g  the 
best  ll.'Je  of the  resov.rces. and  capacities  of the  I·:Iember 
States. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cot'.llcil  adopted  i:c1  tile  official  lan[.,'1.:t~1ges  of the 
Comnmnities 
the  Re&;u.la:cion3 
s.::1endin3  ::1egulation  (EEC)  No  1631/76 mai:.ltaining 
in efiect the  rules  Hhereby  imports  into the  United 
Kingdom  of sacks  <:md  ~Jags  of woven polyolei'in 
fabrics  originating in the  Re:r:mblic  of  Kol~ea are 
subject to  import  a.u-chorization? 
re::Jealing Regulation  (EEC)  No  1823/76 maintaining 
in effect the  rule:J  ,-,.hereby  imports  in·co  the  Benelux 
countries  of  co·cton  ~rarn not  put  up  for retail sale, 
oriGinating in I!Ie:dco,  are subject to in)ort 
authori~ation; 
concluding the  Ac;reement  in the  form  of  c:.n  nzchange 
of letters between  t~1e  European Econo171i:;  Concmni ty 
2.nd  the  PortugueGe  Helw.blic  concerning t2,riff quotas 
for  certain paper  products~ 
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- the Decisions 
- extending the  period  of validity of Decision 76/274/EEC 
authorizing· Ireland to take  protective measures  in 
respect of footwee..r  with uppers  of leather oric;inatin:s 
in Austria,  Switzerland,  Norway,  Finland,  Iceland 
and  Sweden~ 
~ concluding the  Agreement  in the  form  of an  exchange 
of letters between the  European Economic  Comn1unity 
and the Portuguese Republic  concerning the  export  of 
certain textile products to  the United Kingdom 
market. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted in the official  lanc;ua:~es of the 
ComrJm1ities  the  Council Decision concernin3 negotiations for 
the  Commu...ni ty to  accede to  the  Convention on  International 
Trade  in Enda..ne;ered  Species  of Wild Flora and Fauna 
(1.~fashington Convention). 
0 
0  0 
Acting on  e.  proposal  from  the Danish Govem1ent,  the 
Council  appointee!.  Tiir  K.  STORJ';I  HANSEN,  Grosserersocietetet, 
as  a  I.Iember  of the Econoraic  and Social Committee,  to  replace 
Ji.i:r  n¢HER,  who  is resicnino:;,  for the  remainder of the  latter's 
term of office,  viz.-until 16  September  1978. 
331  e/77  (Presse  32)  ner/LH/:mar COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels~  11  March  1977 
329/77  (Presse  30) 
The  441st meeting of the  Council  of the  European 
Communities  vall be  held  on  Wednesday  16  March  1977  (15.00) 
in the  Charlemagne  building,  170  rue  de  la Loi,  Brussels, 
with Mr Robert  SHELDON~  Financial  Secretary to  the 
Treasury of the  United  Kingdo"m~  in the  Chair. 
This meeting will be  devoted  to  examination of the 
proposal for  a  sixth Directive  on  VAT. 
0 
0  0 
The  President of the  Council  will hold  a  press 
conference  after the meeting. .~ 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
d~, rh\ [  ""  _  ... ; 
442nd  Council  meeting 
- Development  Co-operation -
President: 
Brussels,  22  March  1977 
Mrs  Judith HART, 
Minister for Overseas  Development, 
United  Kingdom 
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The  Governments  of the  Llember  States  ar:d  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented  as  follows~ 
~.£!~~~~ 
I'/Ir  Ren2.at  VAN  ELSLf>.NDE 
De:n.mark; 
I'lr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
9:£~?E:l~ 
Mrs  Marie· SCHLEI 
lVIr  Pierre-Christi2.n TAITTINGER 
Ireland~ 
lvlr  Jo~m KELLY 
!j!§:l;;y:: 
Nir  Eugenio  Pk'\.JA 
Luxembour.o-;  ---·---···--2 
Mr  Jean  DONDELINGER 
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Minister for Foreign Aff'::drs 
cmd  DevelopmE:nt  Co-opert."Ction 
St2.te  Secretary~ 
Ministry  of· Foreign Affs.irs 
Federal Minister for  1~conomiC; 
Co··Operation 
State  Secret<..'.ry  ~ 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
P2.rlio..mentsry  Secretary  to  the 
Minister for  Foreign AfL'.irs 
l'..mbasso..dor, 
Permanent Represent2.ti  ve 
Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
I 
oon/ •o6 3  -
The  Netherlands: 
nrr  L.J.  BRINKHOTIST 
United  Kin.crdom~  -..  ~~-~-----ist..-.  .. --
trrs  Judith IHillT 
Mr  John  TGr.1LINSON 
The  Commission~ 
1tr Claude  CHEYSSON 
0 
0 
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State  Secret~ry for 
Foreign Affairs 
Wlinister for Oversens 
Development 
P~-.:rlic:unent<:U'Y  Under Secretary 
of State 
Foreign  cmd  Commonwealth 
Office 
!',1ember 
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CO~ORDIN.\.TION AND  HARlviONIZN~ION OF  DEVELOPNENT  CO~OPERATION 
POLICIES 
The  Council noted  a~ interim report  from  the  Co~nissio~ 
on  progress  already achieved  and  that which  the  Commission 
suggests  be  achieved  in the near future  j_n  implementing  the 
Resolution of 8  November  1976  on  the  co-ordination m1d 
harmonization of development  co·-operation policies within the 
Commun·i ty. 
The  CoQ~cil agreed to  study certain specific  problems,  at 
its next meeting  on  development  policy1  on the  basis  of 
coi!IJ-nunications  which  the  Cominission will be  submitting. 
t 
In the field of  ope;r:ational  co-ordination,  the  Council 
approved,  at its present meeting,  a  Resolution  on  the 
co-ordination of Comruuni ty and  Member  States;  emergency  and 
hv.mani tariru1 aid projects. 
This  Resolution aims  at strengthening,  through  increased 
co-ordination and,  in suitable  cases,  pooling of efforts,  the 
efficiency and  consistency of CorMuunity  and  national  intervention 
measures  designed to meet  re~uirements created by natural 
disasters or comparable  exceptional circumstances,  on  a 
case-by-case basis. 
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The  Resolution lays  down  guidelines for ichieving the 
above  aims,  both at the  stage of providing  immediate help 
and  at the  sti:'.ge  of providing short-term eil1ergency  aid. 
The  Tiesolution requests  the Commission  to  submit  proposals, 
before  1 July  1977,  for the  implementation of  these guidelines, 
so  that  the. Council may  take  the necessarJ decisions  • 
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DEVEIDPI:IENT  CO-OPERATION  PROSPECTS 
The  Council  agreed to hold,  at least once  a  year,  and  if 
possible  twice,  a  ~eneral discussion on  certain fundru:nental 
problems  arising in the field of relations  with the  developing 
countries  1  with  a  view  to  achieving greater c:onsistency 
between the  development  co-operation policies  of  tho  Co:nmu...'J.i ty 
e.nd  of  the  member  States. 
381  e/77  (Presse  39)  erd/P2-3 i 
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AID  FOR  NON-ASSOCIATED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
The  Council held an initial exchange  of views  on the 
proposal for  a  Regulation on  Community  fin&~cial and  technical 
aid for non--associated  developing countries.  As  the  Commission 
proposal  is  based  on Article  235  of the  Treaty,  consultation 
of the European Parliaruent  is r,landatory.  The  Council will 
therefore  continue  i t.s  discussions  at its  n:~xt  meeting~  after 
receiving the  opinion of the European  Parli&~ent. 
The  Council  invited the Commission  to  continue its 
preparations  for the  ellocation of  1977  financial  and  technical 
eid appropriations  for  non~associated developing countries, 
and  to  submit  to it, in time for its next meeting,  suggestions 
for the use  of these  appropriatj.ons  so  that decisions  may  be 
taken as  soon  as  possible. 
3D1  e/77  (Prc::;se  3S)  .. ..  / .. " - 8  ·-
RELATIONS  \71TH  Till:  NON-GOVERNlVlENTAL  ORGANIZATIONS 
The  Cou.11.cil  noted  an Interim Report  from  the· Commission 
on  the  progress  of relations between the European Communities 
2illd  those  Non-Goven1mental  Organizations  specializing in 
development~  particularly in the field of co-financing. 
The  Commission  said it was  satisfied with  the  proeress 
made  in this  new  field which  looked very promising for the 
future  .. 
The  Council  instructed the Pennanent Representatives 
Committee  to  examine  the report. 
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FOOD  AID 
After its discussion on  food~aid problems  the Council 
reached  agreement  on  a  series  of  questions~  n~~ely:  the 
general  aims  of  food~aid;  the criteria for selecting the 
recipient countries  and  determining  qua~tities;  a  speeded-up 
decision-·taking procedure  for  emergency action in "the  case of 
disasters  of  hlli~an origin  (a procedure  to  complement  that 
already in force  for natural disasters);  the  possibility of 
undertaking triangular food-aid  operations;  certain special 
mobilization procedures  for nati.ono.l  food~aid measures  in the 
form  of  cereals;  certain procedural  2illd  a&ninistrative questions, 
including the  expression of food-aid  in fin&~cial terms. 
On  other topics,  the  Council  agreed to  continue its 
c1iscussions  at its next meeting  (development).  These  topics 
included increasing the  volume  of food  aid,  the gradual transfer 
to  the  Connnunity  of responsibility for aid projects,  the 
provision of aid for the constitution of stocks  in recipient 
coQntries,  the  supply of processed cereal products. 
381  e/77  (Presse  39)  erd/paz  I 
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The  Cou  ...  "1cil  adopted in ·che  official languages  of  t;he 
Communities  the  Directive  to facilitate the  exercice  by 
lawyers  of freedom  to  pro~lide  services~ 
The  provisions  of thiG. Di}:ective,  which  al;ply solely 
to  the activities  of lawyers  by v:ay  of provision of 
services,  provide  that activities relating to the 
representation of  a  client in proceedings  or before public 
authorities shall  be  pursued.  in each I:Tember  State under the 
conJ.i  tiona laid down  for lc-,v;yers  established in thc.t  l1ember 
State,  with the  exception of  any  conditions  rec;_uiring 
residence  or registration with  a  profession:c.l  org2  .. nisation 
in that  Sta·i:ie. 
A  lawyer pursuing these  2.cti  vi  ties will  be  oblit?;ed  to 
observe  the  rules  of  profcz-.:sior.Lal  conduct  of the host 
I1Iember  State without  pre judice to his  obligations  in the 
Menber State  from  vvhi ch he  cor11es. 
A  lawyer lJUrsuing  o·iJhel~  act~vities \'iill  remain subject 
to  t~e conditions  and  rules  of professional  conduc-t;  of the 
Member  State from  which  he  comes,  without  prejudice to 
observance  of the  rules  governin8 the profession i11  the 
host  Member  State,  especially those  concerning incompatibility 
of -the  exercise  of the activities  of lawyer with the  exercise 
of  other activities in that Stcte,  professione.l  secrecy, 
relations  wi·ch  other ls.w;y-ers,  the  pro  hi  bi  tion on the  sa.rne 
lawyer acting for parties  r:i-Gh  conflicting interests'  and 
publicityo 
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In the  case  of -eome  activities Member  Ste.tes  may  impose 
certain conditions  on lavvyers. 
For the pursuit  of  ac·bi  vi  ties relating to the 
representation of  clients  in legal proceedings,  for  example 1 
they may  require lawyers  to be  introduced in r.cco::cdance  vvi th 
local rules  or  custom to  the  presiding  judge  and,  Hhere 
approprintc,  to  the  President  of the  relevant  Bar in the 
host  member  State,  or ag2.in,  to work  in conjunction with  a 
lawyer who  practises  before  the  judicial authority  concerned 
and  who  would  where  necessary lJe  answerable  to  the..t  authority, 
or with  an 
112.voue
11  or 
11procuratore
11  practising before it. 
member  States  may  furthennore  exclude  lmvyers  in the 
salaried e:-:1ploy  of  a  public or private undertd::ing from 
representing that undertaking in legal proceedings  r:here 
lawyers  in the  State  concerned  are not  permitted to  pursue 
such activities. 
,, 
Notwithst8.J.1ding  anything in the  Directive,  l'IemlJer  States 
may  reser"lre  to prescribed cs.tcgories  of lawyers  the  p:;.:"eparation 
of  formel  documents  for  obt:::.ining title to administer the 
estate  of deceased  perso~~  ~~d the  drafting of formsl 
dot:uments  crec.:t;i.ng  or  trc.:n~::fcrring interests in lan.d. 
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Member  States have  2,  period of  tvw  yec:.rs  to  ta.ko ·the 
me~,sures necess::try  to  compl;y  l'li th  this Directive. 
The  Directive  dec:Qs  011.l;sr  with me;::sures  to facili  te.te  the 
effective pursuit of the  activities of lawyers  by  VVD.y  of 
provision of services.  I.~ore  de tailed measures  will be  necess::.'X'y 
to  facilitate  the  effective  exercise of the right of 
establishr.18ilt.  It nonetheless  constitutes  a  significant step 
following  the  Directive  on  doctors  adopted  by  the  Cmmcil  on 
16  June  1975  - towards  the  achievement  of  the  aims  in  thR  chapters 
of  the  Treaty relating to  the  right of  estc:.blisbm.ent  Dnd  services, 
in particuls.,r Article  57  on  the  t:'cking  up  ~:md pursuit of 
activities s.s  self-employed persons  in tne  libe1~2.1 professions. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council,  acting  on  a  propos~~.l from  the  French  Goverruilen t, 
2.ppointed Professor  DORJ.\10NT  of  the  University of Pc.ris  XI  2. 
member  of  the  Advisory  Committee  on  IJiedical  Trcd.ni:ng  to  replG.ce · 
H:r  BRUNET,  who  h8.S  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of  the latter's 
term  of office?  wl1ich  rtms until  5  April  1979. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
443rd meeting of  the  Council 
- Taxation  -
Brussels~  22  March  1977 
President~  Mr  Robert  SHELDON 
Financial Secretary  to  the  Treasury, 
United  Kingdom 
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The  Governments  of  the  flember  States  c:nd  the  Corrunissio~-"2  o£ 
the  Eu:ropec.m' Comrm.mi ties  vvere  represented  as  follows: 
Bel,ori  D..ii1: 
--~--~-~-·-
Mr  Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
DenmR.rk; 
.N".!.r  Ole  BECH 
Q~£~§E;~~ 
flfr  Jo~whim HIEt~LL 
Fr2nce:  -----.. -
riir  Christinn PONCELET 
Irel2nd  ~ 
Iifr· Andrew 0:  HOUR'IE 
I!~:h~~ 
Mr  Giuseppe  AZZAHO 
Iuxembourr:~:  --·  -~------"" 
r~ir  J:;J,cq_ues  POOS 
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Ninister for  Pinzu.1ce 
Dermty  Perma1ent  Hepresent::::.tive 
St~~.te  Sec:ret:.:.ry  for  Fino.nce 
Sta.te  Secret2.ry  to  the  T,~inisteT 
for Economy  a:.1.d  I'in8.Xlce 
Deputy  Pernw.nen-t;  Represent;:~tivo 
Under-Secret:c.ry  of  St::..te 1 
Ministry  of Finance 
I1Iinister for  Finance 
/ 
D  tl  0/  ~  G  til NetherlGnds~  _,... ...  _. __  .. _  .. -~.-..-...---
l\Ir  M.  Vi'JJ  HOOI.J"EN 
~'Ir  Robert  ;3H1~LDON 
I\Ir  Dcrlzil  DLVIES 
Commission~ 
.l\tr  Richc.rd  BlJRKE 
0 
3  -
Stc.te  Secret;:::,_ry  for  Finn1ce 
0 
Fill2l1Ci£'l  Secret~~ry to  the 
TreFB"U_ry 
liinister of State  to  the 
Trr.:;2.sury 
0 
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SI~CTH DIRECTIVE  T •  V  .A. 
The  Council had  a  fruitful discussion on the  outstanding 
problems  on  the draft text  of the  sixth directive  on the 
introduction of a  common  system of value-added tax and in 
parti.cular of a  uniform basis of assessment. 
The  points  cliscussec1 will now  be  put  into  form in all 
the  official lanE':·uages  of the  Community. 
Provided that  one  delegation is :prepared to lift a 
reserve  on  a  specific point,  and  provided that another 
delegation,  which vvas  not  yet  in a  position to  express 
itself on the text as  a  whole,  can subsequently give  its 
approval,  the text  of the  draft  dii~cctive will be  submitted 
to  the  Coc.mcil  for agreement  as  the  cornrJon  position of 
the  Council  and then transmitted to the  European.  Parliament 
under the  terms  of the  conciliation proceclure. 
382  f"/77  (Pressc  L~O) ,. 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
444th Council meeting 
- Agriculture -
Brussels,  25  to  29  March  1977 
President:  Mr  John  SILKIN, 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fiah~ias and Food 
of the United Kingdom 
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Member  States'  Governments  and the  Commission  of the 
European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
~~~:h1!!!!.: 
~~ Albert  LAVR~S 
Denmark:  --·---
Mr  Paul DALSAGER 
Mr  Svend  JACOBSEN 
Q~£E!.!£l  : 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
Mr  Chris-~ian BONNET 
1~ Pierre  MEHAIGN~~IE 
Ireland:  -----r;,...,-
Mr Mark  CLINTON 
1'.~  Patrick DONEGAN 
!!~1l= 
1~ Giovanni  MARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO.BIANCO 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
Federal Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
fllinistry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary,  . 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minist'3r for Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
396  e/77  (Presse  43)  ert/CBB/paz  ••• ;.  0. J!Ir  Jean HAJULlUS 
fir  Albert  BERCHEril 
Netherlands:  __  ....,. ______  ,_~ 
Ivir  J olm  SI  LKIN 
mr  Gavin  STR.I'Ji!G 
l'!l:r  Robert  MACLENNAN 
Co:mmission:  -------··----
JlJr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture  .· 
Jhnister for  Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Parliamentary Secretary, 
lhnj_stry of .Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Parliainentary Under·-Secre:tary 
of State, 
Depart:::1cnt  of Prices  and 
Conswner Protection 
· · Vice-President 
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FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Council held a  through  examination of the Commission 
proposal  designed to  resolve certain questions  regarding the 
catch quotas  to be  applied in the waters  off the  Irish coasts 
and  the  procedures  relating to fishing activity in these waters. 
Having  concluded its examination the Council  established 
that no  agreement  could be  reached  on  this  proposal.  It agreed 
to  continue its  examination of the  problem  and  instructed the 
Permanent Representatives  Colrunittee  to study the questian as 
soon as  possible~ 
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1977/78 AGRICULTURAL  PR~ 
The  Council held a  thorough-going discussion on  the basis 
of the  CorMnission  proposals  on  the  fixing of agricultural prices 
for the  1977/78 marketing year. 
The  Council agreed to adjourn the  debate until its next 
meeting,  scheduled for 25  and  26  Anril in Luxembourg. 
It consequently decided to  extend the marketlilg year for 
beef and veal and for milk products,  and  the Re@,-u.lation 
) 
concerning the  granting of a  special aid for liquid skimmed 
milk for the  feeding of certain animals in regions  affected by 
the  drought. 
It also adopted the Regulation amending  the  existing 
regulations  concerning the  exchange  rate to be  applied in the 
agricultural sector for the  Irish pound  (minus  7  points),  the 
French franc  (minus  3  points),  and  the Italian l.ira  (minus 
8  points). 
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The  Cvuncil  decided  to  proceed with the  signing :)f  the 
agreement  and  of the  agreement  in the  form  of  an  exchange  ')f 
letters between the  European Economic  Community  and  the  Republic 
of India  ~n trade  and  commercial  co-operation in jute products. 
The  Council also  decided  to  proceed with  the  signing of 
the  agreement  and  of the  agreement  in the  form  of an  exchange 
Gf  letters between the EuropeHn  Economic  Comnnmi ty  anCI.  the 
Peoples •  Republic  0f Bangladesh  ·Jn  trade in jute products" 
0 
0  0 
On  a  pror.;)Sal  from  the British Steel Corporation the 
Cou_~cil appointed Mr  R~ SCHOLEY,  Deputy  Chairman  and  Chief 
Executive  of  the British Steel  Corporationt  as  mer:1ber  of the 
Consultative  Committee  of  the  ~~~ope~ Coal  and  Steel Community 
in :piac9  of L:.:rd  LAYTON,  who  has resigned,  for the remainder  of 
the latteres term of  c['fice,  which  runs until 9  July 1978, 
0 
0  0 
The  Representatives  of th8  G:)vernments.of the Member 
States of the  European Coal  and  Steel Community,  meeting in 
the Council,  adopted in the  official languages of the 
Corr~unities the  decision concerning exports  of ferrous  scrap 
to  ti:lird  countries for  the  second  quarter of 1977  t> 
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The  Goveh"1  ... 1nents  of the  lVIember  States ancl  the  Connnission 
of the  European Communi ties were  representee!_  as  follows~ 
I3elgium~ 
Mr  Fe rnand  m:m.l\l.i:..:N 
Denmark~ 
lVIr  Ivar N¢RGA.;\.l1.D 
Mr  Hans  FRIDETIICHS 
France: 
r!Ir  P.:::ul  r/IENTRE 
Irele.nd.  ~ 
Mr  Thomas  FITZPATRICK 
Ital_y~ 
Mr  Gi2,nuario  CART~\. 
.Luxembourg_~ 
Mr  Liarcel  HART 
NetherlEmds: 
Mr  R.F.M~  LUBBE1:1S 
Minister for Economic Affairs 
Minister of Commerce 
Federal Minister for Economic 
Affairs 
Delegate-General  for Energy 
Minister for Transport  and  Power 
State  Secretaryv 
Ministry of .Industry  and 
Conm1erce 
Minister for Economic Affairs 
I-hnister for Economic  Affairs 
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mr  Ton:y  BENN 
f:.ir  Dickson 1\'L.'\.BON 
~'lr  J olm  CUNNINGH1'!..rJ.r 
Commission: 
Mr  Guido  BRUITT\TER  . 
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Secretary of State  for Energy 
Minister of State, 
Depe..rtment  of Er-ergy 
Parliamentary Under--Secretary, 
Department  of E:1.ergy 
Wiember 
0 
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29.III.,77 
WORK  PROGRA!il1\m 
The  Council took  formal  note  of a  report  on  the 
progress made  in the  implementation of the  programme  of 
work  for the first half of 1977,  adopted  on 
21  December  1976e 
It instructed the  Permanent Representatives  Co~~ittee 
to  continue preparation of outstanding points  so  as to  enable 
the Council  to act before  the  end  of  June~ 
409  e/77  (Presse  45)  her/PA/mmr 
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ET'-IERGY  SITUATION  OF  THE  Cm'Il'ml'UTY 
The  Council held an  excha..11ge  of views  on  the political 
aspects  of  the  energy  situation of  the  Community  on  the basis 
of  a  communication from  the  Commission. 
This  debate  gave  the members  of  the  Council  and  the 
Commission  the  opportunity of  comparing their views  - in a 
constructive  spirit - on  the  prospects for  the  traditional 
energy  sectors  - petroleum,  coal and  gas  - as well  as  on  the 
problems  posed by the  development  of nuclear  and  other new 
sources  of  energy. 
Concluding its discussionp  the  CoUl~cil reaffirmed its 
will to help  to  improve  the  balance  of the  world  energy market 
by  the  r~pid implementation of specific aspects  of a  European 
energy policy,  by  o.  determined effort to  economise  on  energy 
and  by  the  development  of both traditional and  new  indigenous 
sources  of  energy.  In this  connectic.n9  it also  emphasized  the 
importance  of prices policy. 
The  Council  agreed hPnceforth to hold  a  general  exchange 
of views  on the  energy situation twice  a  year;  furthennore  it 
will discuss  the particular problems  relating to  the  development 
of nuclear  energy at its next meeting  on Energy  due  to  be  held 
in June. 
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El\TERGY  SAVING 
The  Council held.  a  policy debate  on  the  intensification 
of the  Community~s energy-saving  programme;  in this  connection 
it referred to  a  communication  from  the  Commission  and  a 
memorandum  from  the  French delegation. 
In conclusion,  the  Council requested the Ehe.rgy 
Committee  to  hold  a  meeting,  vvith  an appropriate  attendence, 
in the  near future,  to  deal exclusively with questions 
concerning  energy  savingp  with the  aim of giving  a  political 
impulse  to  the  continuation of c.iscussions in this  field., 
The  Com111ission  will  submit  in the  near future  a  new 
series of  draft-reco~mendations for the  implementation 
of such specific projects as  would make  an early  a..11d 
effective  contribution to  the  attainment of the  Co:mi1luni ty'  s 
objectives in the  aree. of energ::,r  se.ving. 
The  Council  set itself the  end  of June  1977  as  the 
time  limit for  a  decision on  these  recomrDendations., 
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REFINING  PROBLEMS 
The  Council held  a  preliminary discussion on a 
Community  e.pproach  to  refining pro:Jlems  in the  Community, 
on the basis of a  memorandum  from  severc::.l  delegations  and 
a  comnrunication  from  the  Co~missiono 
The  discussion underlined  the  importance  of the 
problems  outstanding in this sector and  enabled  the  Council 
to  express its political willingness  to  reach a  Community 
solution as  soon as  possible., 
It asked_  the  Co~mission to  subm:i t  practical proposals 
that would  enable it to act at its meeting in June. 
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PROMOTION  OF  INVESTMENT 
The  Council asked the Commission to submit  to it - at its 
next meeting  on  energy  -~  proposals  for a  set of measures  to 
promote  and  protect investment  in the  energy sector.  The 
Cormnission' s  ideas  in this  connection  should also  deal with 
the  problem  of the MSP. 
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EURATOM  LOANS 
The  Council adopted Decisions 
- empowering  the  Commission  to  issue Euratom loans  for the 
purpose  of contributing to  the  financing of nuclear  power 
stations· 
implementing this Decision. 
The  first Decision  empowers  the  Commission  to issue loans, 
on  behalf of the European Atomic  Energy  Co~~unity (Euratom) 
and within amounts  fixed  by  the Council,  the  proceeds  of which 
will be  lent for the  purpose  of financing  investr;:ient  projects 
relating to the  industrial production  of electricity in nuclear 
power  stations  and  to  industrial fuel  cycle  installations  .. 
The  Comn1ission  is to  borrow no  more  than the  amounts  of 
the  lo&~s for which it has received applications. 
Borrowin& transactions and the lending transactions 
related thereto are  to  be  expressed in the  same  currency and 
carried out  on  the  same  terms  as  regards  the  repay;,nent  of 
principal and the  payment  of interest.  The  costs  incurred by 
the  Community  in concluding and  carrying out  each transaction 
are  to  be  borne  by  the  beneficiary undertakings  concerned  • 
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The  Decision lays  d.oV'.rn  the  conditions u..'1der  which the 
Commission  is to negotiate the  terms  for issuing and  granting 
loans. 
Under  the  second Decision,  loans  for which  provision is 
made  in Article  1  of the  basic Decisj.on  may  1Je  issued up  to  a 
total of 500 million Europee.n  unj.ts  of account,  as  defined in 
Decision 75/250/EECG 
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COAL  MARKET 
The  Council  discussed  the  situation on  the  common  coal 
m2.rket;  it agreed with the  analysis made  by the  Commission  in 
the  cmTLmunica tion which it had  submitted to it on this 
matter. 
The  Council agreed  on  the  need  to  collect information 
in the member  St8.tes  on coal  imports  from  third countries. and 
to  forward it to  the  Co~~ission automatically. 
It invited the  Commission  to  study with  each Member  State 
appropriate  ways  of  implementing this information system.  The 
Cou~1cil would  examine  the  proposed  system  in June  and  decide 
if it w2..s  adeq_uEtte. 
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COKING  COAL  ARTIATTGN.'.:E~TTS 
The  Council  exarnined  the  changes  which  the  Commission 
proposed  to  m3.l::e  in the  coking. coal  ar:c2.ngements  o..ncl  agreed 
in principle  ( 1)  to  extend  the validity of the  existing 
arr::.m.gements  lL"ltil  1981 7  on  the understanding that the 
e~rrangements to  apply  in  1980  and  1981  would  be  re-exar:li:ned 
before  the  end  of  1979f  without  however prejudging the 
question of the  gracl.uD.l  reduction of aid in those  two  years. 
Tlo~e delegation en\Jt:red .a pTOVlRion:J.]_  reserv~tion 
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The  Council  adopted  the  Decision appointing members 
of the Advisory  Cmmnittee  of the  Euratom  Supply Agency. 
0 
0  0 
In 2.ddition,  the  Council adopted,  in the  official 
laD~ages of the  Communities,  the  Council Directive  on 
biological screening of the  population for lead. 
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Th2  Governme:::1ts  oi  th:;  I.i2u~ber  St8  .. tes  arlCl.  the  Conr1ission 
of the  E\cropeor..  Co;·;u:;Tmi ties were  representee'~  r"s  :~·allows~ 
r.:r  Gaston  GEENS 
Denmar}:~ 
IIIr  Ivar N,0:J.GAATID 
mr  Jens  CHRIST21\fSEN 
Federal Republic  of  Genn8.n~r: 
--------------------------~ 
r:Ir  Hans  I'1ATTHOEFER 
I!lr  Hc.:m,:;  Hilger  HA1TITSCEILD 
rii:c  Bern2~:rd  G1·1.:8GORY 
Irelar1G_: 
I\Ir  Tho:::.e.s  FIT ZPARRICK 
State SecTetar;  :f:):;.~  the  Buc'lget 
anc1  8ci811tific  Folic:; 
Minister for  Coi~-li~lercc 
State Secretar7. 
Hinistry of  li'Ji~ei[;11  Affairs 
Federal l'.'linist:2r  :f'or  Research 
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f3tr:tte·  :::ecretw;)•, 
rlinistry of  Reseao_ncl'J 
Gene:cal  clelego;tc'  :ce2ponsi1::L:. 
for Scientific  2n:-::.  Technical 
Research 
Minister  for  T:c::msport  an:-1 
I'O'.'I8J' 
Under-Secretar=•  a?  State, 
T,·!i.n.istry·  of  R.::;sz.;~~--~~:·cb 
Minister for  Econo~ic Affairs The  Netherlands:  .....  ...,  ... ____________ _ 
r-1r  ~1. F .]\1.  LUBBERS 
l\~r  Gerald  :!)AUFEAH 
rlr  Anthony  Wedgwood  BENN 
J1r  Alexander  EADIE 
1\lr  Leslie  HUC:KFIELD 
For  the  Commission: 
l~r  Guido  BHUNNETI 
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Minister for  Economic  Affeirs 
Minister of State, 
Department  of Industry 
Secretary of State, 
Department  of Energy 
Parliamentrcry Under  Secret2.ry 
0f State, 
Dep8.rtment  of Energy 
Parlia.Bentary Und.er  Gscre r.8.ry 
of State, 
Dep<:trtment  of Industry 
Member 
0 
0 
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The  Council  recorded its final  agreement  on  the 
Nul tiannual Research Programrne  of the  Joint Hesea:cch Centre 
1977-1980  (1)c  It had  already  agreed 9  at its meeting  on 
18  Novembe:c  1976,  on the teclmical  content  of  the  programme 
and  on  the  staff complement  and  overall appropriation to  be 
provided for it. 
In addition,  the  Council  adopted  a  common  position on 
the  role to  be  played  by  the  Ispra establishment  in the 
field of  fusion  technolo~J· 
It instructed the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee 
to  study the  manner  in which this fusion project  could be 
included in the  research activities at  Ispra~ 
.....  ---··-·--·---·~  .. 
(1)  One  delegation had  however  recorded its approval  subject 
to  confirmation by  its Government. 
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JET  PROJECT  ---·--·---
The  Council  examined in detail the  :problems  posed  by  the 
choice  of the  site of the  JET  and  by  the  structures  and 
management  of the  project. 
It agreed to  continue its discussions  on  the matter in the 
very near future  -·  at a  date  to  be  agreed by the Permanent 
Representatives  Comrnittee  -with a  view to  taldng a  final 
decision  on  the matter. 
The  Permanent Representatives Committee  was  instructed 
to  examine 1  as  a  matter  or urgency,  the questions  of structure 
and management  on  the  basis  of a  docmnent  prepared by the 
Chair,  with  a  view to  suhnitting a  report  to  the Council. 
l'!Iewwhile,  the  Council has  e.uthorized the  Commission  to 
exteno.  emplo·~'inent  contracts in order to retain the  team 
working  on  the  preparation of the  projecto 
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The  Council adopted,  as  a  joint position,  the finalized 
text  of the  Sixth Directive  on  VAT  and  decided to  forward this 
joli~t  position to  the European Parliement in accordance  with 
the conciliation procedure., 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Council Directive  on the  approximation of the 
laws  of the  member  States relating to  the  driver-perceived 
noise level of wheeled agricultural or forestry tractorso 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Council Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC) 
No  557/76  concerning the  exchange  rate  to  be  applied in the 
agricultural sector for the French franc,  the Irish pound and 
the Italian liraa 
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